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Wilder quits
presidential
campaign
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder withdrew from the
presidential race last night, saying it would be
hypocritical of him to run for the Democratic
nomination in the light of Virginia's financial
problems.
In a surprise announcement during his
State of the Commonwealth address — a
speech that also outlined his 1992-94 budget
— Wilder said when faced with the choice to
run for president or to deal with Virginia's
financial problems, he had to choose Virginia.
Wilder has been widely criticized for
spending so much time traveling while the
state faced budget crunches after a revenue
shortfall. Scott Hammond, a JMU assistant
professor of political science, said, "He
probably realized his support was thin — any
support he had would come from the South."
JMU Sophomore Shannon Dolan said, "He
wasn't a very strong candidate. He didn't
even do a whole lot for Virginia."
But political analyst Jack Germond
credited Wilder's move to personal, not
statewide, financial problems on CNN last
night. "If Wilder had been able to raise a
million dollars [for his campaign], he would
have found the state's fiscal problems a lot
less overwhelming."
— Christy Mumford
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Tuition may rise 9% in fall
But Wilder's proposal still less than feared 20% hike

and mental health services, faced larger cuts, Rose
said.
But this budget is far from final. The General
Assembly is responsible for the final state budget,
JMU's tuition may go up about 9 percent next fall
and lawmakers may change JMU's appropriations
and another 4.S percent for 1993-94, according to a
significantly.
proposed state budget announced by Gov. L.
In Wilder's plan, JMU received $32,021,775 in
Douglas Wilder last night
state money for the 1991-92
But that increase was actually
budget; $30,149,670 for the
encouraging — last semester, JMU TJ T T "r^v r~^ "P HH
1992-93
budget;
and
had estimated tuition could go up as [j \^J \_j Vj Jt 1
$30,639,105
for
the
1993-94
much as 20 percent
budget
•And financial aid could also rise
Linwood Rose, senior
more than $600,000 in the next two
ist $ vice president, said, "It was
years to make up for the proposed
pretty much what we expected.
tuition hike.
"I think the governor and the General Assembly
In the televised speech, in which he also withdrew
concur
that higher education has been cut as much as
from the 1994 presidential race, Wilder said,
it
can,"
Rose said. "We're going to have to meet the
"Education is my highest priority."
cuts with generation of revenue."
His proposal also called for an expected 3-percent
Wilder's plan also calls for cutting 14 jobs at
cut to the current JMU budget JMU also wiU have to
JMU, but Rose said he will have a chance to
cut 5 percent from its 1992-93 budget — and stay at
that reduced level of funding in 1993-94. But other
BUDGET/;,,-:
state agencies, including the highway department
by Christy Mumford
news editor
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JMU names new college head;
50 students to enroll this fall
byLisaCrabbs
news editor
A former college president and official with the
U.S. Department of Energy was named provost of
JMU's new College of Integrated Science and
Technology Monday — and 50 students will begin
classes in the college this fall.
Dr. Lyle C. Wilcox, 59, was approved by JMU's
Board of Visitors' executive committee during a
teleconference. He will receive immediate tenure and
a full professorship. He will be paid about $90,000
yearly, according to Tuesday's Doily News-Record.
"I am excited about this position," said Wilcox,
who has master's and doctoral degrees in electrical
engineering from Michigan State University. "It
represents the culmination of the experiences I have
gained in career assignments in three major areas —
education, government and the private sector.
"My objective is to bring the various components
into the educational process that will provide
solutions to contemporary problems we are facing in
areas like the environment, energy and global
competition" he said.
Wilcox is president and chief executive officer of
Strategic Knowledge Systems, a firm he founded in
Oklahoma last year. He also was vice president for
development of the Telex Corp. from 1986 to 1989,
president of the University of Southern Colorado

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU President Ronald Carrier discusses
the new coRege at a press conference
Monday.
from 1980 to 1984, and deputy assistant secretary for
the U.S. Department of Energy from 1984 to 1986.
JMU President Ronald Carrier said, "America has
a definite need for more scientific expertise and more
knowledge of the use and management of science so
our country can compete successfully in the world
market
WILCOX poft 2
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Budget
CONTINUED/™™/.^/

negotiate with the Secretary of
Education James Dyke in order to
keep those jobs. "I don't think we'll
end up losing those positions,'* he
said.
Rose said he was forced to submit a
preliminary plan to the state that
would have cut 19 jobs across the
university.
"We were told in our instructions
that even if we felt we had cut as
much as we could, we couldn't submit
just a tuition increase. We had to do
it," he said.
Wilder *s proposed allotment to
JMU provides over $100,000 to
improve library materials and

because faculty and staff salaries
make up the bulk of JMU's general
fund appropriation — Wilder

$700,000 to buy library computers.
The plan also provides $17.7
million for a proposed recreation

"I think the governor and the General
Assembly concur that higher education
has been cut as much as it can."
Dr. Linwood Rose
JMU Senior Vice President
building for students and a $2.4
million expansion to Chandler Hall
food service facilities.
But Rose said because less general
fund money is available — and

proposed no faculty/staff salary
increases next year.
Wilder's plan tries to ease that
problem with increased funding for
health insurance for state employees.

including JMU faculty and staff.
Wilder also said he would send
recommendations for a $600 million
general obligation bond issue to the
General Assembly. For JMU, the
approval of the bond issue — which is
essentially additional state debt —
would mean more library materials, a
campus electrical upgrade and
planning for a new physical plant
building.
"We're pretty certain there's going
to be a bond issue," Rose said. "And if
we do get it, we think what we have
asked for will be in there." If approved
by the General Assembly, voters will
vole on the bond issue in November.

Wilcox
CONTINUED from page 1
"We are fortunate to find an individual for this
position with Dr. Wilcox's rich background in
education, the sciences and government," he said.
In Gov. L. Douglas Wilder's proposed budget,
announced last night, JMU did not receive an
anticipated $500,000 to design buildings and hire
architects for the college.
But JMU did receive $635,000 to hire faculty.
Monday, Carrier said arrangements have already
been made for the JMU Foundation to borrow the
$500,000 in planning money from a bank.
"We are moving ahead with the new college even
though the state is experiencing budget problems,"
Carrier said "There is a feeling that we should not
wait. We have too many people working on it"
The university has been criticized for expanding
during gloomy budgetary times. But Linwood Rose,
JMU senior vice president, said, "It's short-sighted
not to try to address future needs."
And the college will help meet part of the demand
that will be created by an estimated 25,000
additional students in Virginia higher education in
the next century.
By the end of the 1990s,
the college will have an
enrollment of 3,000
undergraduate and 250
graduate students, with a
goal of 50 percent female
and 20 percent minority
student population, he
said.
Carrier said Wilcox will
now start planning a
Wilcox
curriculum, a campus and

Wilcox ha* some freedom to change and create program in JMU's proposed College off
Integrated Science and Technology, as seen in this model designed in 1989.
fundraising projects.
Construction is to begin in late 1994 or early
1995, Carrier said, with completion in 1999.
Facilities are expected to cost $150 million, with an
operating budget of $27 million.
Carrier expects that 50 students will be recruited

for this fall. Their classes will be held in the old
Biology Village.
"We believe that JMU will develop a model
program and will be a leader in the area of science
and technology," Carrier said.

"To the Dress alone, chequered as it is with abuses the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been Rained by reason and
humanityover error and oppression.
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JMU breaks ground on WCC construction
by Kate McFadden
assistant focus on... editor
While JMU students were away over the holidays,
bulldozers and wire fences took over the Hillside
area to begin the renovation and expansion of the
Warren Campus Center, slated for completion by the
summer of 1993.
"There's a lot of work that has to go into the
ground before you can build the whole thing up,"
said Randy Mitchell, director of student activities.
Steve Knickrehm, director of facilities planning,
said, "This week they are primarily getting the site
ready for construction."
Over the break, Nielsen Company, Inc. completed
the demolition, and they are just finishing the
construction fencing. They've created a new
entrance to the Phillips Center, Upper E Lot and the
Warren Campus Center loading dock from the road
off Grace Street by the Health Center.
Students have noticed the fences blocking the
much-used back door through the campus center's
loading dock, and Hillside area residents have been
forced to take detours around the Phillips Center and
the village tennis courts to reach the rest of campus.
According to Knickrehm, the state is at fault for
the delays because the engineering and
environmental investigations of the project plans
took three months longer than expected.
The new road, replacing Student Activities Drive,
was completed Monday and fencing around the
construction site was about 95-percent complete,
Knickrehm said.
"We had some problems-Monday with students
returning before all of the fences had been
completed,'' Knickrehm said. "The fencing should all
be completed [Tuesday] and we shouldn't have to
worry about students walking through a potentially
dangerous site."
The first bills from the estimated $7.1 million
project will come in at the end of January,
Knickrehm said.

VASHA HUNT /THE BREEZE

A bulldozer plows dirt in front off the Warren Campus Center Wednesday.
The most significant problems students have seen
with the renovations is the curtailed access to the
campus center through the loading dock.
Knickrehm said reconstruction of the road off
Grace Street had to be completed before the area
beside Duke's could be closed off.
"We've taken the initiative to keep it safe,"
Knickrehm said. "Now there is a security person as
well as a cadet out there keeping students from

entering the area."
Pete Kamilakis, a sophomore who lives in
McGraw Long, said, "The construction site kind of
irritates me. The loading dock being closed is the
most inconvenient thing. It has to be done though, I
just wish I didn't have to go so far out of my way to
get to the campus center."
CONSTRUCTION page 18

Number tested for HIV virus rises locally
by Gayte Cohen
entertainment editor
The number of people being tested for AIDS at
the Rockingham/Harrisonburg Health Department
rose significantly around the time Magic Johnson
revealed he tested positive for the HIV virus — so
many that they hired another nurse to help with the
overload.
Nursing supervisor Doris Whitmore said the free,
anonymous screening has been offered by the health
department since October 1989. And since then, 626
people have been tested.
"At one time we were booked up to a month in
advance," she said.
Nancy Grembi of JMU's student health services
said the health center refers students to the health
department to be tested but tries "to help students
understand or clarify why they want to have the tests

done." She said people need to be aware that just
because a person doesn't test HIV positive, it doesn't
mean they definitely won't develop it.
Sophomore Will Garber said he believes far more
students are HIV positive and don't know it than
those who are actually aware of it. Garber also said
Magic Johnson's disclosure made students think
more about the issue.
"At first it made me think, 'Oh my gosh, this is
pretty serious,'" he said. "It's given everyone
another eye opener — just as Rock Hudson did in the
first place."
According to the American Journal of College
Health, Grembi said, for every 1000 college students,
2 will be infected — which would be about 20 JMU
students. But, she said, because testing is done
anonymously off-campus there is no way of knowing
how many JMU students have actually tested HIV
positive.

"Students don't have to tell anyone if they are
positive," Grembi said.
Heather Gould, a junior, said she would be
surprised if only 20 JMU students were HIV
positive. She said she has a brother attending a high
school in Delaware that has an enrollment of 1200
and 36 of the students there are HIV positive, so she
thinks that the number at JMU would be much
higher. "If there were at least a hundred I wouldn't
be surprised," Gould said.
Junior Lisa Barnes agreed that 20 sounded to low.
"I'd be willing to bet it's higher than that," she said.
Appointments at the health department are
scheduled for Tuesday nights at 10-minute intervals.
One appointment is necessary to give the test and
another is made two weeks later to give the results.
Patients are only identified by a number. Even
with the hiring of an additional staff member, all
appointments are currently booked through Feb. 11.
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Think you can
do it better?
The Breeze is now accepting applications for editor,
managing editor and business manager for 1992-93.
Send a cover letter, resume and a selection of writing
samples to:
Dr. David Wendelken
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Or think you can
design it better?
The Breeze is also looking for a new assistant graphics
design editor. Computer graphics experience required.
Send a cover letter, resume and a few examples of your
work by Friday, Jan. 17,1992 to:
Wendy Warren, Editor, The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
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DEUVERY
SERVICE & DINE'IN

Stop by and check out our new
remodeled buffets
• Legal Beverages • Szechuan Cuisine
• Banquet Room • Cantonese Cuisine
• Luncheon Buffet • Friday & Saturday
• Sunday Buffet • Evening Buffet
• Carry Out
r:

$1.00 OFF
Buffet

i w/coupon
I

Good thru 1/31/92

1588 S. Main St.

Buffet Hours:
Mon-Fri 11:30-3
Wed, Fri, Sat Night
All day Sunday
434-3003

GEAR UP FOR AN IMPORTANT TEAR AS A1992-93 RA!
Get ready for the most important, challenging; and
stimulating year of your life. Get ready to be a JMU RA.

There are plenty of people who will tell you that being a
JMU RA is the opportunity of a lifetime. Former and current
RAs will tell you that the challenge of the job brought them
to new heights of confidence and feelings as if they had
made a real difference in the lives of others.

Lastly, RAs are by necessity and practice, extremely
responsible people. Your banker will tell you that the RA
job can keep you a little more solvent than you would be
without the $245 per month salary.

They also cite the tremendous feeling of being a part of a
staff team that helps create a comfortable, supportive home
away from home for fellow students.

The RA interview process is a good experience. At worst,
you will meet a lot of nice people who respect you for
getting involved, and you'll learn how to express yourself
in interview situations.

Employers know about RAs too. And they hire them. There
are three simple reasons: RAs are productive because they
have learned to be organized. RAs learn how to deal
constructively with a variety of people and situations.

At best, you can have a rewarding, challenging, and
exciting year as a member of the residence life team
dedicated to making a difference in the lives of resident
students.

So, meet the challenge and apply to be a JMU RA.
Job Information sheets are now available in 102 Alumnae Hall
All candidates are required to attend an information meeting. Applications are available
at the information meetings listed below:
January 7, 4:30 p.m. Showker Hall G-7
January 7, 7:00 p.m. WCC Highlands Room
January 8, 8:00 p.m. WCC Highlands Room
January 9,3:00 p.m. WCC Highlands Room
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Common Ground seeks to bridge
gap between campus, community
byJoeKomik
staff writer
Tucked away in the shadow of the Bluestones, it
is often easy for students to overlook many of the
problems that exist off campus.
But Common Ground, a local networking
organization for peace, justice and the environment
through education, research and community activity,
is trying to unite not only the campus with the
community, but also groups within the community.
According to Common Ground director Pete
Mahoney, one of the goals of Common Ground is to
bridge the gap between the city of Harrisonburg and
the students on campus.
"Common Ground coordinates and plans activities
of interest to its members and the community,"
Mahoney said. "It tries to network interested people
in the local area and attempts to hook them up with a
local or national organization which is concerned
with that individual's area of interest
"We want to let the students know what is
available to them out in the city and we would like
them to take a more active part," he said.
Common Ground, created in 1986, currently has
over 500 members and 26 affiliated organizations,
three of which are JMU organizations: Catholic
Campus Ministry, EARTH and Together.
Two JMU professors — Dr. Bruce Busching,
professor of sociology and Dr. Robin Teske,
assistant professor of political science — serve as

board members for the organization.
"The philosophy of Common Ground is to unite
all those groups working for peace, justice and the
environment," Busching said. "Many times these
groups are divided among themselves."
Common Ground is a non-profit organization and
depends mainly on personal contributions to survive.
Ait auctions and sponsorship of area activities like
dinners and dances helps too.
In April, Common Ground plans to plant nearly
3,000 trees all across Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County to promote a greener Harrisonburg.
"We would like to have organizations both in the
city and campus to pledge to plant a certain number
of trees to make this a success," Mahoney said.
Mahoney said he would encourage JMU students
to become more involved with one of the
organizations affiliated with Common Ground.
And Busching said students can benefit from such
an experience. "We'd like students to actively
engage in the issues which are so vital to us all,"
Busching said. "I think student participation will
serve to enhance their academic development."
During the Persian Gulf War, Common Ground
played a major role in successfully thwarting an
attempt to bring a weapons testing and storage
facility to Rockingham County.
Common Ground is in the process of relocating
and will reopen by this weekend. It will be located at
the Community Mennonite Church at Market Street
and RL 42. For more information, call 433-8212.

HAppy

Man charged in rash
off campus break-ins
by Dave Fields
police reporter
Michael S. Pitsenbarger, 18, of Harrisonburg,
was charged with grand larceny, breaking and
entering, and property damage following a string
of break-ins on campus.
He reportedly confessed to the charges after a
police investigation after coming to the campus
police station to claim his car, which was
impounded by police Dec. 29.
He reportedly admitted to being responsible,
along with an accomplice, for the burglary of and
damage to the vending machines in the
Wilson/Keezell breezeway, an attempted break
and entry at Dingledine Hall and a break and
entry at Gifford Hall.
Bell South Communications servicemen
reported three vending machines damaged in the
Wilson/Keezell breezeway Dec. 23.
After observing a suspicious car parked in Xlot Dec. 28, campus police searched the Village
area and found fresh footprints and an open
window. Police later suspected Pitsenbarger and
a juvenile.
Pitsenbarger's car reportedly was seen parked
in K-lot, at 1:38 a.m. Dec. 29. When checking
Gifford Hall, an officer observed two male
individuals running from the building. No one
returned to the vehicle, and it was impounded.

NEW YEAR!!!

Extended hours of operation
JMU, Ajfonen
January 6-9 (Monday-Thursday) 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
goO&pZZZ^
10 (Friday) 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(
11 (Saturday) 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
13-15 (Monday-Wednesday) 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
16-17 (Thursday-Friday) 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
18 (Saturday) 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Last day to return/exchange holiday gifts - Jan. 15
CoNqRATulATJONS TO TrlE WJNNERS duMNq CAsh fOR BOOKS BONANZA:
KARl RohRER, JENIFER JONES, BARI>ARA GAZCIA, DEbbiE Howdl, MARCrUA RrlAMl'NQ, SAMANTrIA BARES, DAVKJ Puqh, CRAK}
SCIIUSTER, DANJEI RVAN, Scon A. DAWS, NJCOIE O'NEJII, SNARON Scon, ColiN NichokoN, JENIFER OSDRNE, LAURA L.
HURST, HEATHER LVON, ASMEY J. MCCORVEV, JEFF D. NEAI, USA HAAS, EmckA JAILER, GIENN NUNZ'IATA, CriRisTophER J.
KIEIN, MATTHEW T. MORRJSEY, KRJSTINA F. LofqREN, Chi Goodie CAW Ctadwick, DANJEI R. TURNER, HEATHER YouNq,
JASON BAJIEV, JENNIFER PARRJSH, KEVIN CIARI<, BENJAMIN FARMERY, RicltARd WARREN, GiisqER FONZI, KiMbERliE CIARICE,
jENNifER CANCIOR, SIIARON EAstEy, CATMERiNE METIER, CAROI A. Bindley, ANCJREA JOIINSON, RoqER FRJECJMAN, KEVIN
CONROW, STEVEN CASTIE, MEHSSA KNAPP, CAT^ERINE WfrltRow, USA REECJ, JONATIION BROQA, RYAN KsipER.
GRANCJ pRJZES:
AlysTRA LinlE, JERJ LYNN, KEVJN MANN.
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
• Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 24 Hours

• Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85 Carlton St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

Start the Semester Ri
with Super Values
A&P Macaroni
& Cheese Dinners

REGULAR OR THIN
SPAGHETTI
ELBOW MACARONI

A&P
Pasta

4 for $1.00

ASSORTED VARIETIES
RICE & SAUCE OR

Lipton Noodles
& Sauce

5*42.00

990

16 oz. pkgs.
REGULAR
OR SOUR CREAM

/

4-5.2 oz. pkg.

(KAHN'S CHUNK BRAUNSCHWEIGER
1 LB. PKG. $1.59)

6.S oz. bag.

5for$2.00

Coke
Diet Coke
2 liter btl.

$1.00
Chicken
Noodle
Soups

SPRITE
CAFFEINE FREE COKE

990

Keebler's
O'Boisies

CAMPBELL'S

7.25 oz. pkgs.

IN THE COUNTRY DAIRY

Sealtest
Orange
Juice

Kahn's Meat or
Beef Franks

$2.29
1 lb. pkg.

$1.29
64 oz. ctn.

10.75 oz. cans

Take Advantage of our Dollar Days Savings: $ 1, $2 and $3 Specials
Money £Q£

Orders \J5J each

>*.i We Sell U.S.
A] Postage Stamps I

"* Fastest Way
UMlOll I to Send Money

WESTEMI I

M

SMg*

Print*
Quality
Him Developing

20*

0 00 00

Double Coupons Everyday Zt^tr^"*- " "* *-
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Policelog^C'!j~ ^ r_
by Dave Fields
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Vehicle/Pedestrian Accident
• A student pedestrian reportedly was struck by
a car in the crosswalk on South Main Street at
Anthony-Seeger Hall at 11:55 a.m. Dec 4. Traffic
reportedly was stopped at the time, and the driver
of the vehicle accelerated from a stop and struck
the student.
After leaving the correct information with the
student, driver Lois F. Yager, 81, of Harrisonburg,
left the scene of the accident before police
arrived. The student was transported to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital by the
Harrisonburg city rescue squad for treatment of
injuries sustained in the accident.
The driver of the vehicle later was charged with
failure to yield the right of way for a pedestrian.
Assault and Battery
• A student was reportedly struck four times in
the face by an unknown white male outside
Gibbons Dining Hall at 4:30 p.m. Dec. 5. The
victim said he did not defend himself.
• Two female students were involved in a
domestic disturbance at the Convocation Center
at 9 p.m. Dec. 7 during a basketball game. The
two students were kept under observation by
police until the end of the game, and were

-T_
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advised of their rights to file assault charges
against each other.
• A female student and a male Bridgewater
College student reportedly were involved in a
domestic dispute in Eagle Hall at 2:48 a.m. Dec.
8. The assault reportedly was mutual and no
charges were filed.

Sexual Assault
• A student reportedly was sexually assaulted in
Garber Hall at 12:30 a.m. Dec. 6. Another student
was charged judicially with violence to persons in
connection with the incident. Judicial charges are
reported to the office of student activities and the
names of students charged are not released.
• A student reportedly was sexually assaulted in
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house between
2:45 and 2:50 a.m. Dec. 6. No charges were filed
in connection with the incident.

Resisting Arrest, DIP, Personal Abuse
• A student was charged criminally with drunk in
public, resisting arrest and charged judicially with
personal abuse at the entrance to G-lot at 1:43
a.m. Dec. 8. The student reportedly was returning
from a party at Melrose Caverns.
When police decided to charge the student with
drunk in public and make an arrest, the student
reportedly became belligerent and fought briefly
with the arresting officers, slightly injuring both.
A cadet supervisor assisted in subduing the
student, who allegedly directed a racial insult

Snjvy ftreahfast al

toward the supervisor. The student then was
charged with personal abuse.

DIP, Providing False Information,
Larceny
• A student was charged criminally with drunk in
public and charged judicially with providing false
information and larceny in X-lot at 2:20 a.m. Dec.
8. The student allegedly was observed by a cadet
carrying four traffic cones taken from Rockingham
Memorial Hospital. The student reportedly ran
from the cadet after hiding the cones, but was
apprehended.

Disturbance
• A student in Garber Hall reportedly exchanged
obscenities with two students outside the building
at 9:36 p.m. Dec. 7. The student inside the
building reportedly waited at the front door with a
pipe in hand for the two students outside to come
in. They did not enter the building, and an officer
arrived at the scene to disrupt the incident.
• A student was involved in a confrontation with
two non-students in Eagle Hall at 3:55 a.m. Dec.
8. The two non-students departed the scene
before police could arrive.

Break and Entry
• A window broken out of Gifford Hall during a
Dec. 29 break-in was discovered by police to be
broken again at 5:57 a.m. Dec. 31. Someone
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Official Supplier for

Ihe Class Of 1992
Save up to $75

"Centinental Style"

College Keepsakes

AUTHENTIC FRESH BAGELS • DANISHES
CEREAL • GOURMET COFFEES
FRESH FRUIT
•
•
•
•
•

FRIENDLY RELAXED ATMOSPHERE
HOURS: 7:30 AM TO 1O:0O AM
PRICES ARE A-LA-CARTE
ALL ID CREDIT ACCEPTED
ID CREDIT PUNCH VALUED AT $2.0O
TOWARD PURCHASE
• CASH CUSTOMERS WELCOME

Located in Chandler Hall
Come Join Mia!
■^J

Life Expectancy: life Expectancy:
Two Semesters
Forever
HerffJones
College Rings
Date: Jan 13-14
Times 10am - 3pm
Deposits $10 - Free T-shirt with purchase
Places WCC Tide water Room ^

•*HFF JONES
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DOESN'T

D-HALL

Seem to Get Farther and Farther away, as the Temperature Drops?

Why Brave the Cold?
Midway ^ c

Relax. Stay Warm. Call Us.
n°aT 9 pm. EVERYDAY

We'll Come toYOU...

Open 24
Hours

I/"4331
1^^4336900

'

THE ULTIMATE or OFF-CAMPUS
LIVING FOR JMU STUDENTS
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South
Avenue behind 7-1 l)...wlthln easy walking distance of
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units
available (almost 1300 square feet)- Because of its many
excellent features, Olde Mill Village has become the
most popular student community in Harrisonburg. Don't
get left out..reserve your unit (or room) today!

kinkoi

the copy center

Is a mouse
your favorite
artistic tool?
The Breeze is looking
for a new assistant
graphics design editor to
help with article
graphics and page
design.
If you're interested and
have some computer
graphics experience,
send a cover letter,
resume and a few
examples of your work
to:
Wendy Warren
Editor, The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Applications must be
submitted by Friday,
Jan. 17,1992.

'■iu-u

AUEMBEROFTHE
[71
SEARS RNANC4AL NETWORK lil

*•i

Professionally Managed By:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

COLDUieLL
BANKER U

OLDE MILL VILLAGE OFFERS
THE FOLLOWING EXRAS FOR
YOUR COMFORT & SECURITY

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level-no hills or interstates to cross
Basketball court
On-site management
Pre-wired for television, telephone, & computer
Deadbolts & door viewers on all apartments
Lighted parking lot & walkways
On city bus line to campus & Valley Mall

• No sliding glass doors
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Student Ambassador interest meeting:
A meeting for all those interested in becoming a
Student Ambassador will be held Jan. 13 at 6 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Officers will share
information about the organization, and applications
will be available. All students are invited to attend.
Completed applications must be turned into the
first floor of Varner House no later than Jan. 17. For
more information, call the Student Ambassador
office at 568-6417.

Fast Food Fldbits
As the New Year begins, most people try to stick to their resolutions for at least a week.
However, sometimes great sacrifices must be made, particularly when attempting to lose
weight and stay fit without just eating bread and water. The following information should
comfort those who are loyal customers at local fast food establishments - it is possible to cut
fat from the fast food menu. If you make wise decisions, high calorie foods can be avoided
and weight gain can be reduced.
Restaurant

McDonald's
Burger King
Pizza Hut
TaCO Bell

JMU biology professor named to
prestigious society
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, professor of biology and
director of the JMU Arboretum, has been inducted as
a fellow into the Linnean Society of London. This
society is the oldest existing scientific society in the
world devoted to natural history.
Bodkin's work studying the John Clayton
Collection at the British Museum of Natural History
brought his attention to the Linnean Society. He and
other botanists pulled Clayton's original collections
from the 3.5 million herbarium sheets housed in the
Herbarium of the British Museum.

Fine Arts Association exhibit:
The Rockingham Fine Arts Association and the
Genesis Art Gallery are sponsoring Original Works
#V by Judy Richardson, Allen Berkshire, Pat
Hoover and Wayne Liskey Jan. 6-31.
There will be an opening reception Jan. 10 from
5:30-7 p.m. The show can be viewed Mon. through
Sat., 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at 130 University Blvd.,
Harrisonburg, next to Donovan's Framery.

Columbia Black Business Students to
host 12th MBA conference
The Black Business Students Association of
Columbia Business School will host its 12th annual
MBA Conference, "Focus '92: The Future is Our
Business" February 6 through 8 on the Columbia
University's Momingside Heights campus.
The purpose of the conference is to educate
current and future leaders and to encourage
incentives for the development of the nation's
communities. Keynote speakers include executives
from Ford Motor Company, Essence Magazine, and
Avon Products. A formal closing banquet will take
place at the Omni Park Central Hotel on Saturday
evening.
To register for the conference and find out more
information, call (212) 854-5563.

What lo ordtr

McLean Deluxe without cheese
Chicken Salad w/one package or
Lite Vinaigrette dressing
BK Broiler (hold the sauce)
Chunky Chicken Salad w/one
package reduced Italian dressing
Cheese pizza (no extra cheese)
with bell peppers, mushrooms,
onions, tomatoes
Bean burrito (no cheese)
Chicken burrito (no cheese)

Source: USA Today, January, 1892

Babysitter accused off murder:

ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

implants.
DENVER (AP) — A babysitter accused of
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration said
murder for the death of a 10-month-old baby girl
Monday it wants doctors to stop using silicone
last week once told the parent of a 2-year-old to
gel breast implants while more studies are
"get used to a lot of bumps and bruises," an arrest
performed to see if they are safe. Known risks
affidavit says.
include hardening of the breast, pain, numbness,
The affidavit in the case against Heidi Jensen
loss of nipple sensation, gel migration and
was released on Monday.
delayed cancer detection.
The mother told Arapahoe County Sheriffs
Department investigators she quietly removed her
Japan pushes trade concessions during:
son from Jensen's child-care
Bush's visit:
home Dec. 29 after seeing AROUND THE GLOBE b>
TOKYO (AP) — Day after
Jensen pick up the boy by one
day. Prime Minister Kiichi
arm and muffle his cries with
Miyazawa has exhorted
her hand. In an earlier incident,
Japanese industry to make the
. the mother said, her son's nose
largest trade concessions
turned purple and swelled to
possible during President
about double its normal size.
Bush's visit.
The Dec. 29 incident occurred
His pleading seems to be
two days before Jensen
paying off, at least in small
allegedly struck another child,
ways.
Major
Japanese
10-month-old
Jacqueline
automakers will open their
Rosenfield, repeatedly with a <3 3S07D 3HI ONflOVV domestic dealerships to the Big
dog clipper. The child suffered
Three. And as Bush was
two skull fractures and died.
preparing to meet with Miyazawa, Nissan Motor
Jensen, 28, was arrested Saturday for
Co. became the first to set sales targets for U.S.
cars sold in Japan.
Jacqueline's death. A judge on Monday refused
to lower her bond from $1 million to $100,000
Nissan announced it was willing to cooperate
in selling up to 3,000 Ford minivans and other
and she remained in Arapahoe County Jail on
charges of second-degree murder and child abuse
autos a year in Japan, and also said it will
resulting in death.
increase purchases of U.S.-made auto parts.
Meanwhile, Miyazawa's administration plans
Austrafa orders safety check on breast
to relax the certification process for U.S. imports.
■n plant:
Currently, imported cars must be inspected in
CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA (AP) — Australia
Japan to ensure that they comply with Japanese
ordered several brands of silicone breast implants
standards, a process that U.S. officials say adds as
off the market Tuesday pending safety checks
much as $2,000 to the cost of each car. Under the
and some European nations began their own
new plan, the government would accept factory
reviews following a U.S. moratorium on such
certification of compliance in more cases.
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Policelog
CONTINUED from page 7
apparently placed a glove between the lock and
frame of a door at the handicap entrance to disable
the latch, and a search was made of the building by a
campus police officer and a Harrisonburg City Police
officer. Apparently nothing was stolen from the
building.

Suspicious Activity/Persons
• Two male juveniles were spotted riding bikes in an
area of numerous bike thefts on Greek Row aj 6:15
p.m. Dec. 7. One of the juveniles stopped when they
were asked to do so by an officer, and the other fled
the scene. He was chased by officers, was spotted
again on Patterson Street, and fled south and
abandoned the bike he was riding at Midway Market.
The bike was impounded at campus police
headquarters, and according to police an
investigation is in progress.

Suspicious Person
• A white male in his 50s wearing a bright colored
jacket, brown pants and a dark green baseball cap
was reportedly observed standing between two
vehicles in Y-lot at 10:31 a.m. Dec. 11 with his pants
unzipped. The individual was gone when police
arrived at the scene.
Suspicious Telephone Call
• A resident of Logan Hall received a call at 12:07
p.m. Dec. 6 from a person requesting personal
information and claiming to be a Telecom
representative.
HH and Run

• An unknown motorist apparently struck a tree and
sign on University Boulevard at 3:50 a.m. Dec. 8.
The motorist reportedly fled the scene before police
could arrive.
Grand Larceny
• A black Schwinn brand bike with the serial number
HC31415 reportedly was stolen from Eagle Hall
between 9 p.m. Dec. 6 and 1 p.m. Dec. 7.
• A black Giant brand Iguana model men's
mountain bike with the serial number GQ009823
reportedly was stolen from the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house between 6 p.m. Nov. 30 and 2 a.m. Dec. 1.
• Nine Nintendo brand game cartridges reportedly
were stolen from a suite in Gifford Hall between 5
p.m. Dec. 13 and 1:30 p.m. Jan. 5. The victim
claimed that it was apparent someone was in the
room, since furniture was replaced in the rooms over
the Christmas break. The cartridges are valued at
$360.
• Twelve to 15 compact discs reportedly were stolen
from a residence room in Gifford Hall between 5 p.m.
Dec. 13 and 8 a.m. Jan. 6. The CDs are valued at
$300.

Petit Larceny
• A Black and Decker brand Heat Thruster model
portable heater, $24 in cash, a jacket, a coaxial cable
from a VCR and assorted food and snack items
reportedly were stolen from the Education Building in
a string of petit larcenies occurring on and between
Get 1 and Dec 11.
• A Sony brand model XM3520 35-watt car stereo
amplifier with the serial number 501-0067379-D
reportedly was stolen from a Jeep possibly at the

•**

Process your film at Mr.
Chips and receive 5<K off
your next purchase of film.
Coors Rocky Mountain
Sparkling Waters
12 oz bottlefor 69t
42 oz. bottle for $1.49
A

Basketball Giveaway
See store for details

Mister Chips
Located in Gibbons Hall - Entrance 4&5
Hours:
Monday-Friday 7 a.m. - Midnight
Saturday-Sunday 9 am. - Midnight

Have a wonderful semester!!!

rear of Weaver Hall sometime Dec. 5. The victim was
unsure of where the amplifier was stolen and
believes it may have been stolen off-campus.
• A Bio Chemistry textbook was reported stolen from
an unlocked room in Wayland Hall at 10:45 p.m. Dec.
11. The textbook is valued at $55.
• A Schwinn brand Sprint model 10-speed bike
reportedly was stolen from the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity house between 10 p.m. Dec. 7 and 1:30
a.m. Dec. 8. The bike is valued at $150.
• A blue/black 10-speed bike of unknown make and
model with a checkered seat and a thumb bell on the
handlebars reportedly was stolen from Hillside Hall
between Dec. 1 and 1:30 p.m. Dec. 12. The bike is
valued at $90.
• A navy blue L.L. Bean brand bookbag, a bifold
style wallet and assorted personal cards reportedly
were stolen from outside a weight room in Godwin
Hall between 5 and 7 p.m. Dec. 10. The stolen items
are valued at $40.
• $34 in cash reportedly was stolen from a
housekeeping staff member's locker in Chandler Hall
at 1:30 p.m. Dec. 20.
Other staff members said that the locker was
locked at the time of the alleged theft.
• A 9-inch by 10-inch brass picture frame, still
wrapped in a gift box, reportedly was stolen from a
Godwin Hall staff member's office between 5 p.m.
Dec. 1 and 8 a.m. Dec. 16. The frame is valued at
$20.
• A seat cushion reportedly was stolen from a chair
on the lower level patio of Sonner Hall sometime
between 5 p.m. Dec 18 and 8 a.m. Dec. 23. The
POLICELOG page 30
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Focus On
Will 1992 beat the economic blues of 1991?

Recession predicted to end by summer
by Donna Ragsdale
stqffwriter
A year ago, forecasters were uncertain about when
the recession would end. Today, the recession
continues to elude economists' predictions, even
with the latest cuts in interest rates.
Dr. William Wood, director for the center for
economic education at JMU, said he believes the
recession will end by the summer of 1992.
"I think we'll see improvement by the third
quarter, but I would have said the same thing last
year," Wood said.
He said last year's forecasts were difficult due to
the impending war in the Persian Gulf.
"When people tried to predict the course of 1991,
they were trying to predict the course of the war,''
Wood said.
Dr. T. Windsor Fields, head of the economics
department, said an average recession lasts 11
months, so if the present recession ended in
September, it would be double the average. He said
this isn't a normal recession due to the huge personal
debts people had built up before the recession.

"The level of debt, public and private, was much
greater going into this recession than in past
recessions,'' Wood said.
For example, the recession of 1981 had higher
unemployment, but this recession has lasted longer.
Though economists can't determine exactly when
the economy will improve, they all seem optimistic
that it will make a comeback soon.
"I'm inclined to believe that it [the economy]
could return overnight — it disappeared overnight,"
Fields said.
'Two things that macroeconomics teaches us are
that good times don't last forever, and bad times
don't last forever,'' Wood said.

Fields said. "We're not sure what kind of effect this
will have."
The stock market has continued to increase since
the interest rate cut. But the general public may take
longer to respond, Fields said.
"People seem to be afraid to spend and I can't
blame them," Fields said. "We'd be better off if
everyone spent"
Other good news is that the reduction in interest
rates will not cause the national deficit to increase.
Fields said it will enable the government to pay
lower interest rates on its debts. However, the
government cannot solve all of the economic
problems it faces.

Less is more

Too little, too late

The Federal Reserve's Dec. 20 decision to cut the
key lending rate to 3.5 percent is already having
positive effects on the stock market and on home
owners. The recent cuts have brought interest rates to
their lowest level since 1964.
The wild card is what the Fed has done in the last
couple of weeks in reducing the interest rates,"

Other national proposals for aiding the economy
may not really help the present situation. President
Bush's trip to Japan and other Asian countries will
probably have few short-term effects, according to
Wood.
"They're [the trips] important for the long-term,
ECONOMY page 13

1992 election, old USSR
will dominate political news
by Christine Letsky
stqffwriter
As the new year starts, little has
changed in politics since the last hours
of 1991. The recently defunct Soviet
Union continues to dominate the
news, and the recession advances with
no sign of relief in the near future.
The Soviet Union is continuously
spotlighted in the daily news.
Gorbachev, once very popular with
the West, has fallen out of the scene,
replaced by Boris Yeltsin.
"Gorbachev will never serve a
positive roll in politics again," said
Dr. Stephen Bowers, assistant
professor of political science. "He will
serve as a bad example of a leader.
"The Soviet people never liked
Gorbachev. He had a threatening and
abusive style of leadership. The Soviet
citizens blame Gorbachev for the
complete collapse in their country.''
According to Bowers, the United
States liked Gorbachev because he
was unintentionally "doing the CIA's
work for them." His leadership
eventually resulted in the destruction
of the Soviet system of government
Now that the former Soviet Union is
divided into independent republics, it
is likely that some will improve their
economic conditions, and others will

continue to suffer. Bowers said that
republics with abundant supplies of
natural resources will be the ones to
benefit from their independence.
They will be able to sell their
products on the free market, making
profit for themselves, he said. The
republics lacking resources will suffer
apart the benefits of the defunct union.
But 1992 holds more than leftover
news from last year, such as the
upcoming presidential election.
Speculation about presidential
candidates has already begun although
the actual election is months away.
"President Bush will certainly win,"
said Dr. William Nelson, head of
JMU's political science department.
"At this point, the democrats just
don't have a viable candidate."
However, some people are saying
that if the economic condition of the
country does not improve, Bush may
face some problems with re-election.
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz, associate
professor of political science, believes
Bush will have to find a way to solve
domestic problems before his
popularity ratings will soar again.
"The domestic economy is his main
hindrance," Eksterowicz said.
"He must find a way to deal with
widespread unemployment the budget
deficit and sluggishness, or the lack of

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE

growth in the economy," he said.
"That's the major issue. And whether
he can find a way to pull the country
out of the recession will determine
quite a bit about George Bush's
political career."
Todd Anderson, a freshman
international affairs major said, "I
think that the main focus on politics is
going to be with problems at home
instead of the international focus that
has been in the past"
Eksterowicz does not discount the
possibility of a democrat candidate
gaining popular support

"It's impossible to say that any of
them are un viable as real contenders
right now," he said. "It's too early and
a lot can still happen. Clinton could
pull to the forefront. It was impossible
to guess this early that Dukakis or
Carter would gain the support that
they did."
The new year will definitely hold
many things that can't be predicted.
Summing up the situation, junior Gina
Feria said, "Who could have predicted
all the things that happened last year
in politics. We'll just have to wait to
see what happens."
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Welcome Back Students!
WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH
1015 Harrison Street Harrisonburg, Va.
(Across from Midway Market)
THE STUDENTS PHARMACY
• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs.
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist,
nurse, or dietician.
10% Discount
to students with I.D.
433-0900

YSf+Zfw*

Skilled
writer?
Talented
photographer?
Expressive
artist?

IN IIII M\II

HEAL!
Tel: 434-2372

Approved Charge Accounts Welcome

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

The Breeze is looking
for talented and
hard-working people
to help produce
JMU's student
newspaper.
If you're interested
in helping us out,
come to an
organizational meeting
at 4:30 today
in Room 12
of Anthony-Seeger
Hall.

Skilled
writer?
Talented
photographer?
Expressive
artist?

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE,
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

Find out more, CONTACT MAJOR MIKE DAVIS,
Bridgeforth Stadium, x6264.

-•
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Social issues overshadowed by bad economy
by Laura L Hutchison
focus on... editor
The current economic situation may stifle some of
the social issues which came to the forefront in 1991,
according to a JMU anthropology professor.
"As I look into 1992, the unfortunate fact is that
many of these social issues will end up taking a back
seat to personal fears concerning the welfare of
families, job security and a whole array of economic
issues,*' said Dr. Clarence Geier.
Geier said that when formerly stable firms like
IBM and General Motors started laying off
employees, people realized that the recession would
seep into the middle-class and their focus changed.
"I think the focus will move away from things like
the plight of the poor to the plight of the middle
class," Geier said. "Even people who have some sort
of job security are suffering now because this is the
second or third year with no raises. Social issues will
take a decided back seat to questions like 'Where am

I going to get the money to pay my bills?'"
Geier said the economy would affect American
reaction to the disintegration of the Soviet Union.
While American military cutbacks would signal
an official end to any lingering remnants of the Cold
War, it would also flood many Americans into a job
market that cannot absorb them.
Geier said be also fears Americans doing too
much too quickly in regard to Eastern Europe.
"The implication of a lot of military withdrawals
and cutbacks is that there is no longer a military
threat," he said. "Iraq is a perfect example that that
isn't true."
In a presidential election year, Geier thinks
political activism and social awareness will occur
more on a state level than on a national level.
"There are going to be some wild disputes," he
said. "We're already seeing some battle lines being
drawn in terms of protectionism, isolationism and
Japan-bashing. There will be a lot of frustration,
nationalism and a kind of 'America fust' mentality.

which isn't all wrong.
"But the real activism will be on the state level
where the policies have a more direct effect on
people. I'm not saying there won't be a lot of noise
on the national level, but there is nobody in either
party rallying activism. There is no Democrat who is
really trying to mobilize their constituency around a
certain issue."
Geier said he doesn't foresee many changes in
people's attitudes about AIDS, despite Magic
Johnson's announcement that he has the HIV virus.
"It's like everything else, in my opinion," he said.
"There's already a lot of research about AIDS. I'd
like to say that I see progress in the understanding of
and reaction to the disease. On the other hand, I think
it is much like the problem of starving people in
Ethiopia, crime on our streets and abortion. In a time
when everyone is hurting and there is no money to
give, results are hard to come by. I think a lot of
issues, like AIDS, are going to be shelved until
people feel more comfortable in their own welfare."

Economy.
CONTINUED from page 11
but I don't think they'll have much
effect on this recession," Wood said.
Tax reductions proposed by some
government officials would come too
late, according to Fields and Wood.
"What's happening at this point in
time is the effect of what the
government did six months ago,"

//■.

Fields said. A tax cut would only
increase the national deficit and create
problems in the future, IK; added.
But Wood said federal action
before now could have been
presumptuous.
"The only thing he [Bush] could
have done would have been to act
sooner, but nobody thought the
recession would last this long," Wood

budgets are at least equal to the
national budget"
Once consumers start to feel
confident enough to spend, the state
and national economies will begin to
improve. Until then, Fields said he can
only predict that the economy will
recover sometime soon.
"You hit bottom, you bounce, and
it's all over," Fields said.

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

.

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
1
> 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Full Size Washer & Dryer
Townhouses or Gardens 1 Fully Equipped Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Microwave Special*
Small Pets Welcome*
24-Hour Maintenance
On -Site Management

*0**-

said. "So he would have been going
against the consensus forecast if he
had acted sooner."
Though individual states have little
power over the nation's economy,
Fields said stale cuts and tax increases
have added to the national problem.
"No individual state can make a
difference, but collectively they can,"
Fields said. "Collectively, the state

-.Now

DELIVERS
Large, Medium, and Small Pizzas
and Large Calzones

«MHM»

SOMW Hiu.
APAirrM»wT»

IRE
11-12 S-Th.
\
■ Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse, Devon Lane • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 63, East on Port
Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office. Open daily.

434-2220

call

ll-2am F&S.

564-0077
Get the £<£utf£ experience at home!
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Welcome Back Students!
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Cool Breeze
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SPECIALIZED

Fitness
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Come see the new lines of bikes by:

Cyclery &

*w
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cannondale

RALEIGH

Rollerblades

Rt 33 East • 1550 E. Market St.

by Wilderness Voyagers/Sheraton Access Rd.
433-0323

h this coupon
good through 1/23/92
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welcome Back?
Special
RcdRoeea
$14.95 dozen
cam 6" carry
I h urBaay - Saturday
VjlryCroie,
423NrffAvr (krh.nd
VjlryM.II)

NLN-ANR
REVIEW.COURSE

433-2789

Man.Fr... 10 6

s.tiio-5

Is a mouse
your favorite
artistic tool?
The Breeze is looking
for a new assistant
graphics design editor to
help with article
graphics and page
design.
If you're interested and
have some computer,
graphics experience,
send a cover letter,
resume and a few
examples of your work
to:
Wendy Warren
Editor, The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Applications must be
submitted by Friday,
Jan. 17,1992.

FOR NCLEX-RN
NLN/ANR HAS ONE OUTSTANDING QUALITY...
IT WORKS!

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
June 8-12,1992
*

For more information call toll free

1 -800-526-4643
or visit the nursing department office for a free brochure
•T^WN
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Dart...
A cyanide-filled dan to the person who wrote
"KMS" on the unmarred white tile walls of the
first floor women's room in Showker. She
wasn't satisfied with it in pencil and scratched
"KMS" twice more on the opposing wall. Your
admission to JMU must have been an oversight,
judging from your lack of intelligence. Stay out
of restrooms, use a mud puddle — it suits you
better.
Signed, 'an obviously more intelligent
individual.' Ouch.

Pat...
A patient pat to the entire student body for
enduring the first few grueling days of the
semester. Just think, this time next week your
head probably will have stopped spinning.

Dart...
A sour scrooge dart to the jerks who
destroyed the Christmas tree in Garber before
break. Nice holiday spirit What's next? Snaring
the Easter Bunny?

Pat...
A pat to JM's for surviving the mob of thirsty
students attending Ladies' Night Tuesday.
Everyone and their sister showed up!

Dart...
lb whoever decided to give Paula Abdul a
star on Hollywood Boulevard at the same time
as Jimi Hendrix. It took him 20 years, and it
took her two albums.
Sent in by Scott Surovell.

Pat...
Ah hell, why not? A pat to everyone else at
JMU (faculty, employees, etc.) for enduring the
first few grueling days of student whining —
"We just want to graduate!" (to be read in the
spoiled, whiny tone of a third grader).

Jhe
JmtfafcaUJot

editor WENDY WARREN

managing edtiorDME SCHLECK
opinion editor JOEL LANGLEY

asst. opinion a&orHEATHER E OTHBL

The hefty price of freedom
The people's successful fight for a chance for
democracy in the former Soviet Union may seem
like a perfectly happy event for many Americans
who see freedom as a cheap commodity. But
freedom is expensive.
The citizens of the Commonwealth of Soviet
Suites have won the right to choose their own form
of government. But the first generation of free
citizens will suffer just as the American
revolutionaries paid for their independence.
Since the Soviet republics gained their freedom,
inflation has skyrocketed, political turmoil has
exploded and violence has erupted.
After price controls were lifted, Russians are now
paying more for food than they did under
Communism. Recently crime has broken out in areas
where food prices are escalating. Starvation is on die
increase.

Now that Mikhail Gorbachev no longer leads die
entire nation, provinces have been left with a
tumultuous political scene. Citizens can no longer
look toward one person for their answers. The world
is less secure about whose finger has die power to
press die magic nuclear button of destruction.
After die Soviet Union relinquished its military
control over the provinces, Soviet Georgia has
suffered violent civil unrest. Disparity is also
growing between die military and the government in
Kiev.
The benefits of freedom outweigh its cost, but one
can't ignore the high price. Americans may look at
the new chance for freedom overseas as a solution to
all of the Soviet Suites' problems.
Hopefully tolerance will be allied with the first
generation of noncommunist Soviets. Clearly they
will be die ones who suffer most.

Putting first things second
James Madison University seems to suffer from a
condition called far-sightedness.
Now, its grand vision to become the finest
undergraduate institution in the world has almost
officially enveloped the College of Integrated
Science and Technology.
In the next millennium, die proposed college, with
the projected assistance of 200 faculty members,
intends to provide 3,000 new students with the "tools
for responsible citizenship in a technological age.*'
More than a simple $7.1 million addition to die
campus center, this particular step into die 21st
century will add a completely new appendage to die
university — a definite stray from its traditionally
promoted mid-size, mid-standing self. The college
will change not only die face of JMU, adding 110
acres of development to campus, but it will
reconstruct the bodily functions of the entire school.

The plan is visionary, daring and sophisticated in
its attempt to supply our industrial nation with the
minds necessary for survival.
Unfortunately, the creators seem to have
overlooked the one point that years of parental rule
have driven into our own simple, undergraduate
minds — finish what you start.
Finish what you started by promising students a
quality, liberal-studies education. Finish ironing out
those wrinkles (Phi Beta Kappa) that keep JMU from
reaching its initial goal, the liberal studies goal that
attracted today's students.
The college is an exciting idea. But to move on to
such a project without completing die task at hand
would be as guilty an act as putting the can before
die horse. During die upcoming years of visionary
growth and planning we hope JMU does not lose
sight of the issues, and the students, at close range.

. .
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As we sat down together at Dave's pad in suburban Philadelphia amidst the holidays —
drinking eggnog, singing Christmas carols and discussing the merits of of playing a fretless
bass, something occurred to us. In spite of the recession and the war, 1991 was a great year
fortunes.
Oh sure, we all were shocked when those alleged and unproven allegations tainted Milli
Vanilli's musical genius and miffed when Morrissey said The Smiths were dead. But now, a
little belatedly perhaps, we feel compelled to reflect on the diverse pile of offerings in music
for 1991.
Pop, as we know it, died. Boundaries previously categorizing music were crossed to form
new sounds, with dance and rap merging to form hip-hop and metal and pop combining to
create the "Nirvana." The leasons for the death of pop are twofold — boredom and
stagnation. Or maybe just one too many Nelson songs.
With that in mind, we thought it best to bring you the top songs of 1991 — four-minute
Rembrandts, classics to remember.
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"RashBig Audio Dynamltt II
Colombia
Everyone has a view on sampling, but one thing's for sure — it
was a huge part of last year's music. Mick "The Clash" Jones proves
that sampling doesn't have to be ripping off another artist's material,
but rather a celebration of their work. Throw in a sense of
"delightful" humor and some rehashed Clash licks, and pop music
can be a beautiful thing.

"Smells Uk« Tton Spirit1
Nirvana
Otfftn/Sabpop
This song has everything. It's easily 1991 's biggest
breakthrough single, and a tune every band wishes it has written, or
did write — thinking it wasn't worth the time to record. 'Teen
Spirit," written for people who like to slam dance without getting
hurt, is a testimonial to the idea that timeliness and word of mouth
can sell millions of records. And Nirvana has accomplished this
with one hundreth of the publicity of Hammer or Guns N' Roses.
This tune — innovative pop laced with punk — has opened the
floodgates for a host of Seattle-based bands and Subpop label
mates, such as Pearl Jam and Soundgarden. But it was pretty mean
for the group to have an album cover with an infant groping for an
underwater dollar bill.

Crowded House performed the list show of itsWoodface
Hester, no doubt in the Christmas spirit,
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"Mind Playing Tricks On Me'
GettoBoys
Rap-fl-Lot
In "Mind Playing Tricks On Me," the Geto Boys serve up hard core rap
tamed for the general public. Intelligently written lyrics on the same level as
a great David Lynch flick, paint a realistic portrait of life in the inner city.
And the funky-yet-sinister guitar riff throughout the song drives home the
drug induced paranoia of the mind. One can only wonder if Perry Farrell had
something to do with this tune.
With "Mind," sung by a really hip midget, rap has scaled the heights. It
doesn't get any better.

at the WRtem Theatre

"Weather With You
Crowded House
Cepttol
Most tunes tell a story. This one paints a picture.
Instead of a happy portrait, "Weather With You"
describes being in your house and feeling lost at the
same time. It's another one of those mental trips. But
so what, it's addictive. Lead singer Neil Finn's belllike harmonies have this way of emitting positive
vibes even in the darkest of songs. This guy's voice
is just too damn good not to be included in a top ten
— even a capella. He'd be great in a Beatles cover
band.

PM Dawn, a brother duo, hails from Jersey City,
New Jersey. "Everything we do has a spiritual
basis," says Prince Be (At top).

"Losing Ny Religon'
REM
Warner Brothers

"Set Adrift On Memory Bliss"
PMDown
Oee Street
Already "it" in Britain, 21-year-old Prince Be and 19-year-old
DJ Minutemix find a slammin' single, loop it, write it and then rap
it. Spandau Ballet never had it so good.
The hills have come alive — complete with all the characters.
Roger and Jessica Rabbit are over on a park bench eying one
another, Mickey Mouse is at the helm of Steamboat Willie, Snow
White is doing the neutron dance and Donald Duck just swims in
the cleanest, purest lake you've ever seen. Yes, Disneyland has
never left — it's just recreated itself in the form of PM Dawn.
They're the happiest guys on earth. It's true, we guess.

REM is the only band that could hit number one
by employing a mandolin to showcase lyrics that no
one but Michael Stipe comprehends. Stipe contends
the song is about unrequited love, which is more
believable than the "two-headed cow" days of
Murmur. This track is so deep and musically correct
that even our parents are listening to it. Still.
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Construction.
CONTINUED from page3

Students should not expect to use
the shortcut again, Mitchell said.
"The campus center is going to lock
the door to the loading dock and put
an end to a popular thoroughfare
through the building," he said.
Knickrehm said the construction
company is carrying out plans to
provide convenience to students in
Wine Price and Hillside area.
"We've put gravel walks around the
perimeter of construction and built a
boardwalk to help students get from
Hillside to the sidewalk in front of
Wine Price," he said.

Mitchell said that over next few
months students will see supply
deliveries, construction of a temporary
dock and the beginning of the actual
excavation.
The major change resulting in the
construction over the last few weeks is
the relocation of nearly one dozen
student offices from the campus center
to new offices in Wine Price.
Completion of the project is set at
July 15, 1993, and Knickrehm insists
that the campus center renovations
and addition will be completed at that
point "We do not intend to push back
the schedule because of delayed
construction." he said.

<3j Valley Nutrition Center

QBridesMouse
Bridal Fair 4
Faahion Show]
•Sunday January 12
•Shows at 1:00 and 4:00 pm, doors open
at noon.
•Tickets $2.00
•Call for more information

Clover Leaf Shopping Center
(3 Doors down from Super Fresh)
Vitamins
Hair & Body Care
Health Foods
Products
books
Herbs

• •

^ggrV*

Znviivn meal ally Tiiendly^Prcducla
Store Hours:

Monday - Friday
Saturday

Jan. 13-18 2€7e CFF
all gowns in stock
OP special opdLep
Hours
Mon-Sun. 10-5pm
Thurs.
10-9pm

16 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
434-8053

TKe Commons will
send you on Sprincj
Break '92 - Check
your mailbox for
details.

^4c

432-0600

w
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Mercy House
Shelter for homeless encourages self-sufficiency
by April Hefner
lifestyles editor
Due to the sensitive nature of this
story and the situation of the family
involved, the names of Mercy House
residents have been changed.
It's moving day.
Boxes and a bunk bed decorate an
otherwise sparse room, void of
personal belongings. But the
brownish, mauve carpet and dark
wood paneling somehow give the
room a feeling of security and
soundness.
A small, black-and-white television
rests on a table with the volume turned
low, while a petite, middle-aged
woman sits nervously on the love seat
and looks up affectionately as her
teenage daughter enters the room with
a basket of freshly-done laundry.
It appears like a normal scene in the
life of a family taking that big step of
moving to a new home. But for
Rebecca Smith and her 15-year-old
daughter, this will be their very first
home.
Mercy House provides help
After stepping off a bus from
Florida in October, the mother and
daughter found themselves with no
place to stay, no money and no hope
of finding a new home.
"I left a spouse-abuse situation, an
alcoholic, a lot of domestic violence,"
Rebecca said. "That was our only
course ... to simply leave. I had left
numerous times before. This time we
just left the state."
But the Smith family has gained a
new lease on life due mainly to the
efforts of the staff of Mercy House, a
homeless shelter located on the corner
of Green and North High streets.
"We're just so thankful to have a
place to stay and all the help we've
got. We've been given assistance.
When we came we had nothing but
the shirt on our back. It's been a
blessing. They are precious people
here that run the place.''
John Elledge, the executive director
of Mercy House and a part-time JMU
professor, said, "We put families up in
small apartments that have kitchens,
bathrooms and everything necessary
to maintain a unified family life for

stays of 30 to 90 days depending on
the family's progress."
Progress is measured by how well
the family meets certain requirements
including meetings with caseworkers
on issues like job hunting and shelter,
Elledge said.
"We're in this game to help people
be successful," he said.
The Mercy House staff also trains
families to use an obvious federal
option — welfare.
"We encourage them to take
advantage of the welfare system,"
Elledge said. "But to use it as it was
originally intended — as a safety net
and then to get right back off of it as
soon as possible."
Rebecca and other families said
they appreciate the way Mercy House
encourages self-sufficiency.
"It's kind of like having a place,"
Rebecca said. "They leave us to our
own to where you know you're not
constantly under watch. It helps us,
too, because it makes us more
independent to get out there and do
something."
Not only do they "get out and do
something," but the residents also
have jobs at Mercy House.
Rebecca said, "You don't just come
in and do nothing. Each apartment has
different jobs they're scheduled to do
each week, and we have meetings to
go to on Thursday nights."
These meetings include lessons on
disciplining children and coping with
financial and domestic problems.
Besides providing shelter, Mercy
House has also helped Rebecca obtain
her records from Florida as a Certified
Nursing Assistant so she can apply for
jobs in the area. Elledge said Mercy
House tries to help residents get jobs
as well, but they often run into
difficulties.
Elledge said, "We hear a lot of
excuses why people can't get out and
get to work, and we don't really want
to listen to them. But the child-care
issue is an excuse we have to listen to
because it is very legitimate."
To facilitate this need, Mercy
House and three other community
shelters are starting a day-care center.
The center has already been promised
$40,000 in grants, but it will need an
additional $27,500 to open.

Shelter develops self-reliance
Besides finding out all the
economic options available, families
must also be extremely tight penny
pinchers.
Elledge said, "What we do require
is that families save all their resources
— no renting movies, no sending out
for pizza
— but squirreling
everything away to become selfsufficient. We're very much advocates
of the work ethic.
"Mercy House is not a free ride.
Mercy House is an opportunity for
folks to come in and reorganize,
restructure and redirect their lives."
Rebecca has found Mercy House to
be just that — an opportunity for a
new life.

"There's a saying 'the Lord helps
those who help themselves,'" she said.
"There's people that are put in
situations as victims and also those
who have made themselves that way
because they don't see any better, or
maybe they just don't have the desire
in them to do any better."
Elledge agreed. "Contrary to what
most homeless advocates teach is that
these people are not victims. Our
philosophy is that people's situations
are determined by themselves and that
we need to help them gain control of
their lives."
Rebecca said some homeless
people not only lack desire, but are
MERCY HOUSE page 20

SALLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

Mercy House provides shelter for the homeless in the area.

Si
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Mercy House.
CONTINUED from page 19

just looking to use their situation as means to an easy
life.
Although Elledge said he thought many homeless
people are incorrectly portrayed as victims, he
believes most of the homeless in Harrisonburg have
simply never learned to manage their lives.
"Homelessness in Harrisonburg is not really
equivalent to the homelessness problem in
Washington, D.C., or Philadelphia," Elledge said. "In
Harrisonburg, I would say the most typical thing is
families lose the discipline and control over the
circumstances in their lives and end up in a real
bind."
He cited a home destroyed by fire or an unplanned
job relocation as possible situations.

Mercy House opened in 1988
With so many reasons for the number of homeless
in Harrisonburg, Mercy House's three buildings stay
full almost all the time. Since opening in November
1988, Mercy House has housed more than 120
families.
"Since Mercy House has been operating," Elledge
said, "I think we have made it pretty well known to
the community that there is a problem."
In the fall of 1988, small groups from churches
and social organizations united to find out if
homelessness was a problem in Harrisonburg. They
found families in need so they established Mercy
House as a private, non-profit corporation to meet
those needs.
Elledge said, "We've been squeaking by since

would have reached out and got it. But I didn't
know."

"Contrary to what most
homeless advocates teach
is that these people are
not victims. Our philosophy
is that people's situations
are determined by
themselves and that we
need to help them gain
control of their lives"

JMU contributes volunteers
JMU has been an important link in helping people
at Mercy House, including giving rides to Rebecca
when she needs to get around town.
Elledge said, "People on this campus really
support Mercy House. We have a tremendous
number of volunteers. JMU is a very integral part of
Mercy House." Organizations such as the Center for
Service Learning, Lambda Chi Alpha and several
religious groups have become involved in service
projects at Mercy House, but they are not alone.
Many JMU courses also encourage volunteering at
the shelter.
Mercy Hoi^e has not only helped Rebecca and
her daughter find shelter, food and transportation,
but it has also given her a chance at a fresh start
"I'm nothing like I was when I fust stepped off
that bus," Rebecca said. "We were alone totally. We
didn't have friends. Now we do have some friends.
It's really like the past has been cut off, like starting
all over, like a new life."
And that new life includes a new apartment on the
other side of town. After spending over a month at
Mercy House, Rebecca and her daughter are
preparing to take the next big step in their lives.
"We've made friends here. Something new is
coming, so we'll make more friends. We've been
wanting our own place. We've never been able to be
settled in our own place and call it our own.
"I'm a little bit afraid, too. But I know that we've
got to go on. We can't just stop."

John Elledge
Mercy House executive director
then. Over 75 percent of our funding comes from
the local community — contributions from
churches, individuals and businesses."
Other funds come from state and federal grants
and the United Way.
Rebecca said she wishes more communities
would offer the kind of support she has found in
Harrisonburg.
"They need more of this in other towns," she
said. "I don't know if it's in big towns or not, but
where we came from, they don't have nothing like
this. If I had known the first time I was having
problems that there was this kind of help, I believe I

Virginia Governor's PeUozvs Program
Summer 1992

Purpose

GRAND OP K>N

(Formerly Valentino's)

The Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of talented and
highly motivated young people valuable first-hand experience in the
process of state government. The summer of 1992 will mark the
eleventh year of this program, created in 1982.

EGpffltyApplicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as degree
candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applicants must either
be enrolled in a Virginia college or university (public or private) or, if
enrolled in an out-of-state institution, be a Virginia resident.

f

'Durtttion offtttowsfnp
t

Fellows must commit to work full-time in the Governor's Office for
at least two months; the normal period will be June 1 through
August 7,1992.

AssignmentsFellows are assigned to work with members of the Governor's
Cabinet or personal staff. Assignments attempt to match the official's
needs with the Fellow's background and experience.

Compensation'
No state funds are available to compensate participants in the
Fellows Program. In prior years, colleges and universities have proved
willing to offer summer grants to Fellows selected from those
institutions; but with recent budget reductions, funds may not be
available. Applicants are encouraged to discuss this matter with school
officials before making application if financial assistance is necessary
for participation in the program.

'Dtadfou
Applications must be in Richmond by February 14, 1992.
Interested students should come by the office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, Room 107». f9r farther information.

\
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PUB£? RESTAURANT
^^w^j^^^ *
Music Hotline 433-TUNE

Thursday
SAVOY TRUFFLE
Classics and more
Tacos 3/$l

Friday

Saturday

TR3
Funk, Fusion, Ska

INDECISION
from L'ville
limited seating
advanced tickets available at
Joker's, Town & Campus Records, Midway Market
Every Mon. • Open Stage Free Hot Dogs
Every lues. • College Night Free Buffet

WELCOME BACK JMU
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Snorts

Dukes pull away in OT, beat PSU 82-69
by Dan Goldstein A Maurice Jones
stqffwriters
After spending two weeks gallivanting around the
nation, the JMU men's basketball team came home
to the Convo last night and treated its fans to an
exciting but controversial 82-69 overtime win over
Penn State.
The Dukes (7-5) victory over the Nittany Lions
(8-4) marked JMU's sixth win in their last eight
games and third straight The excitement was evident
throughout the game as the Dukes were greeted by
7300 rambunctious fans. The controversy came at
the end of regulation.
With three seconds remaining on the game clock
and the score knotted at 63, Penn State's DeRon
Hayes put up a shot that was blocked by JMU
forward Paul Carter into the hands of Nittany Lion
guard Freddy Barnes. Barnes converted a bank shot
at the buzzer and the PSU bench celebrated. But
referee John Bonder said the shot went off after the
buzzer and the game was sent into OT.
Television replays revealed the shot may have
gotten off in time and needless to say, Nittany Lions
coach Bruce Parkhill was livid.
"From my perspective, I saw the light go on
[meaning time had expired] when the ball was over
the cylinder," he said. That was verified evidently
by the people watching the TV replays."
In the overtime, JMU guard Bryan Edwards took
control for the Dukes, scoring nine straight points in

the extra period to give the Boston College transfer
25 for the game.
With the Dukes up 69-67 and less than two
minutes remaining, an Edwards three-pointer put
JMU up by five, 72-67. The 6-foot-3 guard then got
an easy two on a transition dunk and completed his
run with four foul shots to put JMU up 78-67 with
39 seconds left.
"I've been feeling very confident, I know I can
shoot the J," Edwards, who went four of seven from
three-point land, said. "I know Coach Dricscll counts
on me a lot to do a lot of things."
Junior center Jeff Chambers finished off the
scoring for the Dukes with two monster jams to
complete a 13-2 run and JMU victory.
"We're playing well on offense, we're not forcing
shots, we're not forcing passes," JMU coach Lefty
Driesell said. "We're playing pretty well right now
for a team that has never played together before."
Despite going nearly six minutes without scoring
a field goal during one stretch in the first half, the
Dukes did manage a 32-30 halftime lead. Edwards
led the Dukes in the first half with eight points as
JMU shot 632 percent from the field.
For the game, following Edwards in scoring for
the Dukes was Chambers with a career-high 17 on
seven of 12 shooting from the field. Freshman Kent
Culuko chipped in with 15 and Carter added 10.
JMU now travels to .North Carolina for the CAA
opener at UNC-Wilmington Saturday night

Moorman's Dukes 6-3 but
still looking for chemistry
by Steve Miranda
staffwriter
Despite a 6-3 record, the JMU women's
basketball team is disappointed with its performance,
and some players say a lack of chemistry is a major
problem.
JMU went 3-2 over the break and open CAA play
home Saturday against UNC-Wilmington.
"We've had problems with team cohesion," said
senior point guard Emily McCracken. "We're still
trying to figure out a line-up. We're all working on
finding our roles."
Moorman has experimented with several different
combinations of players, trying to find one that
works . McCracken, senior forward Elnora Jones and
senior center Chrystal Navarro have started all nine
games. Senior forward Brandy Cruthird has started
all but one game and freshman guard Jackie Freeman
all but two. Nine players average nine minutes or
more per game.
"Usually by this time I have a rotation set," said
Moorman. "I would prefer to have something settled
that I can depend on, but we're far from being
settled."
The team appeared settled Dec. 16, when UCLA
visited the Convo. The Bruins have been on the
BASKETBALL page 23
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Bryan Edward* netted 25 points last night
including nine straight in the overtime
period to lead JMU past visiting Perm St.

JMU rejects offer
from Atlantic 10
The complexion of athletic conferences is
changing across the country but JMU decided
not to be among the movers recently, saying no
to the pleas of the Atlantic 10 Conference. The
Atlantic 10, which next year loses Penn State to
the Big Ten and Duquesne to the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference, last month asked JMU
to help fill the gap.
But JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlcrs,
currently in Anaheim, Ca. for the annual
NCAA Convention, told the Daily NewsRecord JMU had no intention of breaking its
ties with the CAA.
"We told [Atlantic 10 Commissioner Ron
Bertovkh] we weren't interested," Ehlcrs said.
"We told him we felt happy with what we have.
We've always tried to stay with (CAA
members) William & Mary and Richmond.
There's loyalty there."
While the Atlantic 10, with schools such as
Temple, West Virginia, Massachusetts, Rutgers
and George Washington, would offer more
high-profile basketball competition, its
predominantly Northern locale would not
provide a good setting for warm-weather sports
such as baseball and soccer, JMU sports
information dirctor Gary Michael said.
Greg Abel
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Delivery Menu
25C Delivery Charge
per Sub or Sandwich
(50C minimum delivery charge)

Subs & More Subs

1007 South Main
Harrisonburg, VA

DIAL
433-8537

Croissants

J.M-'s Specialty Sandwiches

THE BOGART
Rare roast beet, thinly sliced ham. mushroom, lettuce, tomato, hob mayo,
pnvolone

«3 65

LECOCHON
A fresh baked croissant roll wkh Va. baked ham. Swiss, brown mustard.
lettuce C tomato Fhmch cuisine uMh a drawl.

»J23

ALL THE WAY
Ham C turkey on pumperntckte, herb mayo, Russian dreaUna slaw,
muenster cheese, and bacon

$335

AMERICAN - No. Is not red. white 6 blue!
Ham. bologna cooked Miami Amman cheese, lettuce, tomato and herb
mayo

»3.50

CLUB STYLE CROISSANT
Seiect turkey breast, herb mayo, bacon, Swiss cheese, lettuce and tomato A
J.Hs special

$3.75

THE COACHlealraml and corned beet on rue wth 11X30 Island Dressmg herb maw.
Cheddar cheese and tomatoes
^^

»125

BHDGEWATER
Ham lettuce, tomato, herb mayo, onions. SwOs cheat* and our oun special
hot sauce

»3J0

*290

THE EARTH BREAKER
$139
Chlcem saladpfouedourrbyeuaradospread muenaler cheeat atOuciion"
\
wheat bread
\

BULLDOG

»175

SAY CHEESEf!
A croissant rot wUh crunchy bean sprouts, herb mayo. Umato and your
choice of cheese American, prouotone Swiss, cheddar. muenster and
moaareUa

THE DUKE - Watch it. Pllgrirnl
Tender crab meat salad lopped wth tomato and herb mayoon a sub rot wait
cheddar cheese

»19S

4«4
Four cheeses lo be exact (Swiss prouotone. Cheddar and muenster,. lettuce,
tomato, and herbmayo

»123

THE BRONX CHEER "A Giant of Sorts"

rTAUAM
Protclutbni hard salami, cooked calami, prouotone. kalian spices onions.
hot peppers, lettuce, tomato, oil C urnegar Mama Mu' what a Sub'

»3J0

THE ITALIAN EXPRESS
Spui, kaluin sausage and meatballs, spiced tomato sauce tied onions
green peppers motiaretla cheese on a sub roll

»125

JAMES MADISON- The nameMke
Rare choice roast beef. horseradish mayo, letuce, tomato and cheddar
chen* on a sub fxtll

♦!«
1*25

PfTA WABBfT
A aaa% itakaaaMe mlaturv of fvJtsh caukflower. bwoccoU. mushrooms,
carrots, wed caftftaor. and grated cheese In our own wery. wary special
sauce (ranch dressing)

»295

MEATBAlLGRtlDER
rtomemadt Hal tan rneatbalts tn a spicy tomato %auce covered wth fried
onions, green peppers and mouareUa cheese
NUCLEAR SUB - A Capitol rU f*vorte
Homemade bar b-que. turkey slaw and muenster cheat (Texm Pate upon
iquest)

$3.25

PITA COTTONTAI.
A pla tiled wah what tuna salad tomato, letuce and 1000 Island Dressing

»2B5

1325

PTTA FONDA
Homemade chicken salad wmaH ksJuce and herb mayo Cat your heart
outJanef

»139

SAUSAGE G»NDER
Spicy kalian sausage (how coutd you have guesamd??) in a aptced tomato
sauce uMh fried onions, green peppers and then blanketed in moaareMa
cheese

PITA, PITA PUMPKtl EATER
ajoeat bttf £> turkey anajed garafy tn a ptta uath horsey mayo, letuce lomato
C Prouotone cheese

»3-75

THE GYRO
Famous In Chicago, gyro meat wtth creamy cucumber sauce, fdture. lomato
C onions

»3.I5

rataal beef, turkey herbmayo letuce. tomato and prouotone chats*. Woof!

COMBO
Ham. turkey, letuce. tomato, herb mayo and Su*» cheese

$125

UNCLE RON" S - "A Faculty Favonte
*• roast beet C bam. lettuce tomato, onions herb mayo covered with
cheddar chetse on a sub rod

»165

ROOT N REUBEN
Ccmad beat, kraut mustard and 1000 Island Dressing laid out on rye and
covered uath Sutts

1155

WILD TURKEY
Well, this turkey has been qua* domesticated1 Turkey on whast oread vMh
muenster. herb mayo, bacon and 1000 bland Dresainy

$375

One man sued basal wen cream cheese, aimeto and onions

THE ZEBRA

t\n

FLYING SAUCER
The giant sued bagel only plain wttrt burner

BAGEL DOG

luj

N.Y. Bagels
»285

Roast beet C turkey on pumperrtcie* ii*h slaw, htm mayo and mooarata

. »,75
ASSORTED OTHER BAGELS (wth butter)
»1.45
with cream cheese
Rye. onion, plain, anamr seed. poppy pumpe-nlcMe. raisin and cinnamon
f5C extra /or raisin and cinnamon)
WHOLE KOSHER DLL PICKLES

nm we lake a Hew York kosher hot dog 16 011, then we urap H In fresh bagel'
dough top It wth poppy seeds then bake to a golden perfection
^

Designer Pitas

*-«

Chooae from urftose tors—* or tanajc pata

On the Side

General Construction

CONDIMENTS
Lettuce, tomato, mayo, herb mayo, horseradish mayo, brown mustard. 1000
Wand Dressing, hot peppers, sweet pepper strips, Warm not, slaw, sauerkraut,
mushroom, sprouts, onions, oil C vinegar, pan sauce. Did we forget
something? Bacon is 75C extra.

245
225
265
125
225
295
175
245
275
1.95
275
265
165
255
260

Suba/PHa
»225
265
235
290
145
235
325
195
275
295
125
295
295
175
265
285

New Delivery Hours
Moa-Thura.
Fit
Sat
Sun.

»3-65

Sides & More Sides

From The Oil

BACON- 79C

IMS

NACHO SUPREME PLATTER
Fcelhrhur^|ryalheaAn»lchochlpa,chroVsarchee»eSan«Sys»*alcancn«l
lettuce, tomatoes. Jalapenos C sour cream on the tide

PRETZELS
»-65
flesh baaed and Uohliy coaled u*h sail Donl/brget the spicy mustard for
dipping

CHEESE - 60C Extra
American, Swiss. Provolone, Cheddar. Mniasrafc. Muenster

Sandwiches

»2.65

CHKKEN NACHOS
»199
A mound of lightly spiced chicken salad nacho chips Cheddar cheese, letuce.
tomatoes and sliced jalapenos Cool sour cream tops t of.

A sandwich of your choice in either white, wheat, rye, onion roll, wheat or
white pita bread. pumpemickJe. croissants, or a sub roll with whatever
accessories you may desire

Barbeque
ELT.
Bologna
Cheese (choice of six)
Chicken Salad
Cooked Salami
Corned Beef
Crab meat salad
Ham
Hard Salami
Uverwurst
Pastrami
Prosciuttmi
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey

NACHOS
A large basketful 0/ nachos wth real cheddar cheese or pKamr saucr

11 am-1:30 am
11 am-1:30 am
noon -1:30 am
noon-l:30am

HAMBURGER
'* lb hamburger uath lettuce, tomato, mayo.

«Z25

CHEESEBURGER a)

»Z65

STEAK & CHEESE
-. *130
Thinly sliced choice leak, mixed green and red pepper stops, triad onions
and peovotont cheese on a sub roll
CHICKEN SANDWICH
Tender chicken trees! on a bun uath lettuce, tomato, mayo.

»270

MACARONI SALAD
COLESLAW
POTATOSALAD
what urltow. <x German
VEOGESALAD
N.Y. UNGOI1I SALAD

* Oi
»95
».95

»1.79
»1.79
*1.79

»1.25
* 91

»1.79

Salads

Appetizers
BUFFALO WINGS
Ha and spicy uxngs uilh celery and your choice of ranch or bteucheese dip

»195

MOZZERELLA STICKS
Crispy coaled cheese sacks wth Marinara sauce dip

»175

FRED MUSHROOMS
win your choice of ranch or bleu cheese dip

»125

FRED ZfJCCHt1l
win your choice of ranch or bleu cheese dip

»125

POTATO SKJNS
four potato skin halves served wth sour cream
wth cheese or bacon
with both cheese and bacon

»225

CHICKEN NUGGETS
wth your choice of barbq. honey, or sued C sour sauce

»2.25

COMBO SAMPLER
Includes onion rings, had mushroom fried rucchlni.

»195

FRENCH FRES
ONION HMOS

»1.I0
»1.99

'275
»3.25

Platters
FRED SHRIMP
,
SU large lightly breaded shrimp served to you wth a side of We. and coat
Haw.

»5.95

FRED CHICKEN
A lour piece chicken dinner uxlh Mrs and a bUrut.

*435

HOUSE SALAD
flesh lettuce, lomato. preen peppers, carrots, onions cucumbers, bean
sprouts and topped wtth grated cheese and boiled egg quarters

»250

THE CHEF SALAD
»350
Our house salad covered with an overwhelming portion of ether ham or
turkey
DRESSINGS
French, lOOCMsland. Bleu Cheese. Creamy kalian. Ranch, oi 0 vinegar

Drinks
MILK
write or chocolate

».6S

DOC BROWN'S SODA
* B5
Creavn. black cherry, glngerde root beer. Cream and black cherry now
auaaable in sugarfree

Desserts
Ml of our desserts are homemade listing only the finest ingredients
fcfsacfc for aoafiabtif ly).
CAKE, assorted, per sec*
Check for affection

»1.85

NEW YORK CHEESECAKE per tike
Made u*h fresh eggs and real cream cheese plain, black forest cream d*
menth*. twirl, chocolate chip chocolate chocolate, strawberry liqueur

1MB

Setaclal prlcm for u*ata cakee arat crsttaacakaa - cat for aatatts
CREAM CHEESE BROWNES

CATERING?? YES, WE DO!
From 2-500 people - For info cat 43*8537
3 FOOT SOBS - $17.95
Football taili/atei>.t'Ui >hnfcrtaini/iof>r. /1/ ii;//i<;rt,;i op/< «il feMltt'Of .if .1 party'Vnvlri.rtilfir./M s.3/ort«-r Itali.inorAmificinsub

»1.00
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Dukes hoops warm up over holidays
by Dan Goldstein
stqffwriter
While the majority of JMU sports
fans were content to spend the
holidays lounging on the sofa
watching football with left-over turkey
and remote control in hand, Lefty and
his Dukes upped their 1-3 record to 65 with three straight home wins and a
2-2 roadtrip.
The men's basketball team scored
over 100 points in each of its last three
home contests, a school record, as the
hoopsters posted victories over South
Alabama, ML St. Mary's and Coppin
State. The scoring explosion is partly
due to the high pressure defense the
Dukes employed that resulted in
turnovers and transition buckets.
After a chilling 44.3 shooting
percentage in their first four games,
the Dukes suddenly seem to have the
hot hand on offense, shooting S6.7
percent in the last seven contests. In
their best performance to date, the
Dukes shot for a season-high 65
percent in a 108-68 victory over the
Jaguars of South Alabama on Dec. 14.
Last year JMU required a buzzerbeating, court-length drive to squeak
by ML SL Mary's 72-71. This season
Lefty and the crew erased any doubts
from the start and cruised to a 118-65
blow-out over the Mountaineers Dec.
18. The Dukes received 23 points
from sophomore forward Michael
Venson and enjoyed a strong
defensive performance overall.
JMU shot out to an early 11-2 lead
and never looked back as the Dukes
downed Coppin State Dec. 21. The
Dukes scored 34 points from the
charity stripe as the Eagles committed

FILE PHOTO
Kent Cukiko scored a career high 20 points against Oregon St.
a Convocation Center-record 34 fouls.
Point guard Bryan Edwards led the
pack with 26 points while three other
Dukes, Kent Culuko, Paul Carter, and
Jeff Chambers scored in double
figures.
After the game, Coppin State coach
Ron "Fang" Mitchell, who saw his
squad out rebounded 48-24, told the
Daily News Record, "The biggest
factor in the game was their offensive
rebounding. Before the game, we
preached to our young people about

keeping them off the boards. We knew
that we had to do that if we were
going to have a chance for victory."
Concluding their six-game
homestand, the hoopsters packed their
bags and traveled to East Tennessee
State. ETSU proved to be the Grinch
in the Dukes' Christmas as they used
24 JMU turnovers to capture a 110-90
victory. Buccaneer guard Jason
Niblett scored 18 first-half points to
lift his Southern Conference squad to
a 21 -point halftimc lead that proved to

Basketball—
CONTINUED from page 21
fringe of the top 25 all season, but the dynamic
freshmen duo of Krissy Heinbaugh and Jackie
Freeman helped the Dukes to a 78-72 win. UCLA
led by as many as 10 in the first half, but the Dukes
outscored the Bruins 15-7 in the final 2:07 of the
game for the win. Freeman and Heinbaugh, who
combined for 13 of those stretch-run points, scored
20 and 17 points respectively.
But on the 19th, JMU ran into a hot-shooting
Illinois State team and the Dukes four-game winning
streak came to an end. The Redbirds shot 55 percent
from the field, and JMU failed to score in the final
3:45 of the game and lost 70-61. JMU led for most of
the first half, but ISU came back to grab a 33-33 tie
by halftimc. The Redbirds forged a 62-54 lead with
5:32 left, and the Dukes sputtering offense could not
come back. Heinbaugh led the team with 17 points.
Two nights later at Butler, JMU overcame a 45-29
deficit with 16:19 remaining in the second half to
squeak out a 56-54 win. Freshman center Kara
Ratiiff scored 10 points during a 25-9 JMU scoring
run, including eight in a row. The Dukes held Butler
to just two field goals in the last 12 minutes of the

game. Elnora Jones finished with 17 points and a •
career-high 11 rebounds.
The Dukes traveled to Maine on the 29th and took
a 71-54 beating by the Black Bears. Navarro had 12
points and eight rebounds. Freeman contributed 13
points and four boards.
Moorman juggled her starting line-up for
Sunday's game at Howard with Heinbaugh and
sophomore Gail Shelley replacing Freeman and
Cruthird. Shelly responded with a team-high 17
points in leading the Dukes to a 73-41 win. JMU
out-rebounded their opponent for the ninth time in 11
games, led by Navarro's 10.
Moorman was not satisfied with her team's
performance, despite the wins over UCLA and
Howard.
"We didn't play well," Moorman said. "I have
some major concerns about how we played on the
road. Our defense hasn't been up to par and we need
to cut down on our turnovers on offense."
McCracken was equally disappointed.
"We're disappointed with the whole break, really,"
she said. "We had some good wins, but we really
should have beaten Illinois State and Maine."

be too much for the Dukes to
overcome.
"We didn't do anything well," said
6-foot-7 center Jeff Chambers, who
finished with 10 points and 8
rebounds on the game. "When we got
down early, we panicked and took
even worse shots."
In a game reminiscent of the Dukes
vs. Georgia Tech, lack of size was the
deciding factor as JMU saw a slight
three-point halflime deficit grow to a
67-47 drubbing at the hands of New
Orleans in the first round of the
USF&G Sugar Bowl ToumamenL
The
Privateers,
eventual
tournament champions, received 36
combined points from the inside trio
of 6-foot-11 center Ervin Johnson, 6foot-8 power forward Melvin Simon
and 6-foot-ll reserve Sydney Rice.
The Dukes placed only one player.
Chambers, in double figures as they
went on to shoot a dismal 38 percent
from the floor.
In the consolation game of the
tournament, JMU settled down and
handily defeated the University of
Mississippi in front of 5,4% fans at
the Louisiana Superdome. Edwards
pumped in a career-high 27 points,
earning him all-tournament honors.
Carter chipped in with 17 points, but
played an even more important role in
limiting the Rebels' top scorer Joe
Harvell to just 14 points. JMU led bv
as many as 18 points in the second
half but missed free throws and
turnovers allowed Ole Miss to get
back into the game.
"Mississippi has been the biggest
HOOPS page 25

The Dukes may be upset at their performance over
break, but they managed to escape a difficult preconference schedule with a 6-3 mark and still have a
good shot at reaching the 20-win plateau. Having
played some of the better teams in the country, they
will be better prepared for the conference schedule
and a run at a post-season appearance.
"The Illinois State game and the Maine game
showed us what we need to work on," Jones said.
"Team play, both offensively and defensively, is
what we need to work on. We've got new players
who aren't used to playing with each other. With a
veteran team, it's easy to know what each other is
doing. With new players it takes time before you
come together."
Jones leads the team in scoring, averaging 14 per
game along with six rebounds. Following Jones, the
Dukes have three players hovering near 10 points per
game. Heinbaugh averages 9.9 and both Cruthird and
Freeman average 9.8. Navarro chips in an average of
6.6 and McCracken 6.2 per game.
The Dukes have played without backup center
Andrea WoodWthe last two games. Woodson, a 6foot-2 sophomore, fractured her right hip Dec. 21 in
the Butler game. She may return next week.
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Not just a party anymore, ruggers win too
by Lynne Outlaid
assistant sports editor
The JMU women's rugby team has come a long
way in a short time from the group of four years ago.
That team barely had enough players for games, and
when those players did show up, they concentrated
more on drinking beer than on the ball.
The 1991-92 team is an organized, disciplined
group of women whose stellar play this season
earned them the right to represent the Mid-Atlantic
region in collegiate rugby's East Coast
Championship, held December 13-15 in Baton
Rouge, La.
While the tournament was disappointing for the
JMU ruggers (they finished third of 3 teams), their
fall season was undeniably impressive; the highlight
coming when JMU defeated UVa in the finals of the
Virginia Stale tournament. In fact, the team didn't
just beat arch rival UVa once this year — they
doubled their pleasure and whipped the Cavaliers
twice en route to an 8-0 regular-season record in
which they shut out every one of their opponents,
outscoring them 252-0.
"This is the best level of rugby we've ever
played," said Shannon Russell, one of the team's two
captains. "This is the first year we've played where
everyone understood everyone else's position.''
The team attributes much of this year's success to
Russell's father, Chris Russell, who has acted as an
absentee coach for the team this semester. Russell
played collegiate rugby and has coached several
men's club teams.

"He's played every position so he really can tell
what we need to do," his daughter said. "He really
knows the game well and is very respected."
While having an absentee coach is better than
nothing, the team is still basically player-coached.
The two captains, senior Russell and Decembergraduate Hilary Carlson, and the club's president
Stacy Rinkcr decide who will start and when certain
players will come out of the game.

"I feel like we were in the
NCAA playoffs or
something because of all
the support people have
given us."
Shannon Russell
women's rugby captain
"It's really hard for [the captains]," team member
junior Karen Scoville said. "Because Shannon's
father isn't here to make those kind of decisions, it
puts them in a hard place."
Russell admits that playing time can get "real
political and that people's feelings get hurt a lot."
Although the women admit there are some
problems with being a player-coached team, they say
there are some definite advantages as well.
Scoville remembers playing Mary Washington,

the only team with a coach, this year, and how the
"Mary Wash players kept turning to their coach and
asking him what to do.
"But we are so used to dealing with each other on
the field and not having a coach that that we know a
lot more about the game.
"It's the best team sport I've ever played,"
Carlson said.
Carlson would know. Not only did she play
women's rugby for eight seasons, but she has played
several other sports as well. In fact, she started with
water polo her first semester at JMU, but quit
"because they never had any matches."
Carlson has seen dramatic changes in JMU
women's rugby. The team has grown from "a steady
12" to at least 25 to 30 committed women.
"People are a lot more serious now," Carlson said.
"More people come to practice. We don't have to go
wake people up on Saturday mornings to round them
up for a game."
"It used to be a huge party," Scoville said. "Well,
it still is, but now it's a party afterwards instead of
during."
"Yeah," Russell said. "I remember my first season
people were drinking at halftime."
As the team has improved, so has the fan support
Russell, who started in the fall of 1988, remembers
playing to empty stands.
"When I first started there were like 10 people at
our games, and it was usually just the men's rugby
team coming early. Now the field is packed."
The men's rugby team, while not as successful
RUGBY page 25
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We Do More For You-

Check Us Out Today!
1235-F Devon Lane
Harrisonburg

432-1001
Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat 10-1 & 2-5
.

&
Professionally
managed by
Snyder Hunt
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Basketball.
CONTINUED from page 23

game so far because we learned how to hold a lead
and we learned how to win on the road," Chambers
said
The Dukes began 1992 on a good note with a 8068 win over the Beavers of Oregon State. In its firstever meeting with a Pacific 10 team, the Dukes
traded leads and endured a 27-12 Oregon State streak
in the second half to pull out the victory in their

Rugby.
CONTINUED from page 24

this year as the women's team, are their biggest fans.
They helped with the team's fund-raiser this year —
a kissing booth, T-shirt, sweatshirt sale.
"It's great," Carlson said. "Because when I first
started playing the guy's team thought women's
rugby was a joke."
Though the team members had a fund-raiser to
help pay for their trip to Baton Rouge, they also
receive money from the school. They receive $1,000
from the Recreation Department to pay their union
dues of $750, and JMU provided them with
transportation and gas for the 20-hour drive to Baton
Rouge.
"I really want to give people the credit they
deserve for the support they've given the women's
rugby team," Russell said. "I feel like we were in the
NCAA playoffs or something because of all the
support people have given us."
Well, maybe not the NCAA's, but the women's
rugby team is getting more recognition. Still, there's
a long way to go. The team has trouble getting
referees for its games, and most of the time, has to

r. I

fourth straight away game.
Driesell used only seven players throughout the
contest as starters accounted for 76 of the 80 points
on the night Culuko went four of seven front threepoint land and led the team with a career-high 20
points.
"We feel a lot of closeness now," said Chambers
of the team after the roadtrip. "Everyone seems to be
coming together as a team."

Heading into last night's game against Penn State,
Edwards was leading the Dukes in scoring with an
average of 15.4 points per game.
Culuko, who has converted S1 percent of his
three-point tries (34 of 67) is second with 14.9.
Following the backcourt duo is junior small forward
Paul Carter, 13.1, junior center Jeff Chambers, 10.2,
and senior forward Troy Bos tic, 7.5.

get a men's rugby player to do it.
"Women's rugby still has a lot of problems,"
Shannon said. "We don't get treated fairly. Even
though we pay the same dues as men do, we can't
get refs for our games."
And the referees are needed. If not controlled,
rugby can become dangerous.
"Rugby's a really physical sport," Carlson said,
"but there is a way to play clean rugby. However,
some people play really dirty. I mean they'll punch
you when you're down, they'll elbow you, and when
they land on you, they'll try and land on you so they
hurt you."
While the JMU team plays a "clean" style of
rugby, there are certain team loyalties that come into
effect during matches.
'There's a lot of loyalty on our team," Russell
said. "If one of the other players starts playing rough
with one of us — I'll let them know it."
Russell, like Carlson, has been involved with
sports for most of her life, and cites the commitment
in the rugby team as exceeding any she has
witnessed in other sports.

"This is the most committed team I've ever been
on," she said, "and so self-motivated.
"Whether or not you hang out with the people on
the team outside of practice and games, everybody
comes together as a team," Carlson said.
Though rugby isn't a varsity sport, the team
members now spend almost as much time with it as
varsity athletes. In the fall they practice four to five
times a week for two hours, and spend their
weekends playing in matches.
"I don't think people realize how time-consuming
rugby is," Russell said. "Also people on our team
are involved in a lot of other stuff, like sororities,
students ambassadors and honor societies.
"Rugby also isn't like other sports where you just
play your game and leave," Scoville said "In rugby
there's this rule where you have to stay and socialize
with the other team for like two hours."
But in the end, Carlson, Russell and Scoville
agreed all the time and work was a small price to
pay for the rewards they have gotten this season.
"You have to make choices and sacrifices,"
Scoville said. "But it's worth it"

Join Iron World
and lose the wait.
COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL

Are you makin' the move off campus?
Housing is very abundant in Harrisonburg, so shop around!
Don't be in a rush to sign a lease until you're really informed
about the options available to you.
There is a tremendous variety of housing available for students
to rent - ranging from apartments to houses.
Look for the best deals - shorter leases, lower rent, more
services, knowledgeable management, bus service.

While you wait in line at another gym, someone
else is finishing their workout at Iron World.
Which means, they will have showered and will
smell good, just about the time you start to stink.
Iron world is located at 44 Miller Circle on Main
Street, behind Wendy's. 434-9940.

What to consider when looking at off campus housing:
•Location: will you be able to walk or take the bus if you don't
have an automobile?
•Condition: never sign a lease before checking the condition of
the facility. Remember to think about security of the residence.
•Expenses: it's not just the rent that should be considered. Ask
how much average utility bills are and think about how much
money you will need for groceries and/or a meal contract.
•Lease: always examine the lease carefully because some can be
very restrictive. ^^^_^_^__^_^^^^__^^^__^^_^_

The Center for Off Campus Living will be available for
lease advising by appointment in the Commuter Lounge.

IRON WORLD

Be informed about the complex decision to move off
campus by picking up a free copy of the Off-Campus
Housing Guide in the Commuter Lounge, located on the
ground floor of the Warren Campus Center!
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Automotive Services
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Professional Mechanics
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"No More Excuses.
Get In Shape At
Nautilus"

HERE'S TO HEALTH, HAPPINESS
AND GOOD EATING!
FROM

CALL NOW!
••••

433-3776
425 N. Main St.

.„""£"""

!$TAR
1 PITTA

any large
one Hem
pizza

TAR any large two
I77A Hem pizza and
g four 16oz drinks

FOUR $12+fax
i STAR

an two ,Q

Y

ne

rge

!^°a n J|5^S
■■■■■■■■■■■■

FOUR 512+fax

FOUR $9JL

CTAD

STAR two medium
PIZZA one ltem

any two
large
m
i!ft?one it? pizzas
PIZZA and four 16oz
drinks

$7!L«
JTAR any large one
|p|2ZA Hem pizza and
pwwfourlooz drinks

Resolution

Featuring The Finest In Service
And Facilities

$83»

$7&x
[ any large one
[ Hem pizza and
jfour 16oz drinks

1992

rrrri

P'zzas

$95L
i STAR any two big 12
•PIZZA inch subs and
PWitwo 16oz drinks

• Low Student/Faculty Rates
• Sign Up Today and receive FREE
tanning package
NEW NEXT

* Spec'*1 Semester Memberships

GENERATION NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT
•
•
•
•

Nautilus (9
Olympic Weight Room
Lifecycles ®
Computerized Lifesteps

•
•
e
•

Rowers
Unlimited Aerobics
Finish Sauna
Swimming Pool

• Relaxing Whirlpool
• Tanning System **
• Personal Supervision

THE BEST IN FITNESS... Serving Harrlsonburg and
Rocklngham County for 10 ears

#= NAUTILUS =
IPITNESS
1832 South Main
Harrlsonburg, VA
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-10pm
Friday 6am-9pm

F^

CENTER

433-3434

Saturday 10arrv6pm
Sunday l-6om
*'additional fees

'\

'»!»«(
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went 8-3 in the bowl game
predictions to conclude a woeful
77-71-1 season.

Accolades and awards
from the fail semester
• Field hockey

Notebook
Tennessee State, 38 percent vs.
New Orleans, 60.5 percent vs.
Mississippi and 62 percent at
Oregon Stale.

Driesell's mother dies
The mother of JMU men's
basketball coach Lefty Driesell
died Sunday. She was 91 years old.
Driesell was in Norfolk Tuesday
for funeral services before
returning to JMU yesterday for the
Dukes game with Penn State.

Dukes better shooting
JMU has shot 56.7 percent (219386) in its last seven games after
shooting 44.3 percent in its first
four games this season. The Dukes
currently are shooting 51.8
percent, and they've shot better
than 60 percent four times in the
past seven games.
JMU shot 65 percent vs. South
Alabama, 613 percent vs. Mopunt
St. Mary's, 57.7 percent vs. Coppin
State, 50.8 percent at East

Results from the
fabulous predictors
Senior sportswriter Maurice
Jones captured first-place honors
in The Breeze's football predictors
panel. Jones, a 6-foot-1 senior
from Fairfax, finished five games
ahead of his closest competitors, 5foot-9 junior Dan Goldstein and 5foot-10 senior Lynne Outland.
Jones finished the season with a
89-59-1 record compared to
Goldstein and Outland who both
finished 84-64-1.
Bringing up the rear in the panel
was sports editor Greg Abel. Abel,
a 5-foot-9 senior from Baltimore,

:-Xs->x-:v:«w:*:*^:-:-:^^^^

JMU senior Heather Owen was
named to the third team of the
1991 College Field Hockey
Coaches Association/Sauk Valley
All-America Field Hockey Team.
Owen is only the third field
hockey player in JMU history to
receive All-America honors. She
led the Dukes in scoring (seven
goals, six assists) last fall and is a
three-time all-region selection.
Owen was also noted for her
performance in the classroom.
Along with sophomores Leslie
Nason and Carol Hilliard, Owen
was named to the 1991 National
Academic Squad.
The three were among 42 players
from Division I schools named by
the College Field Hockey Coaches
Association. The players selected
had a minimum 3.5 grade point
average, and 26 colleges and
universities were represented on
the learn.
Owen is an international business

and Spanish major with a
cumulative 3.52 GPA. Nason, an
English major, has a 3.5 GPA and
Hilliard, a fine arts major, has a
perfect 4.0 GPA.

•Women's soccer
JMU senior Cathy Reid has been
named a first-team All-Region
selection for the second straight
year. Another Duke gained AllRegion status as well, sophomore
Carrie Proost was named to the
second team.
Coach Dave Lombardo said he
was particularly impressed with
the accomplishment because the
Dukes are in only their second
season as a varsity sport
At the team's awards banquet,
Lombardo gave various honors to
his players. Freshman Julie Reule
was named offensive MVP and
sophomore Chantel Schwandt was
named defensive MVP for the
second straight season.
•VoHeybel
Coach Mary Harrington, in her
first season as head coach of the
Dukes, was named the CAA's
Coach of the Year. Harrington
guied JMU to a 24-9 record and a
second place finish in the
conference.
-
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CLASSIC CALVIN & HOBBES//*/// Watterson

THE FAR SIDE/GaryZ/zr.s0rt
DUR PLANET 15
WlNTj.UENEER
LQQKIES TO
SURVIVE. Ml
NOT TWTH
RESI5T OR

VfcUSE.
A8CWTW
GETBKK
HERE.

YOQUIIU.BE:

PESTRmEfr

rfKDQH

CAVNIN HAS MVSTER\OUSY.V
SHRUNK TO WE SIZE OF
_ AN INSECT'

HIS ONLX HOPE \S TO CALL
FOR HELP'ftJSHING WITH Minis MIGHT. CALVIN DIALS WE
^ GI6ANTIC TELEPHONE! *

IT'S RINGING! HE RUNS
TOTUEMC*JTHP\ECE! WLL
ANYONE BE ABIE TO
HEAR HIM??

BILK?
BZZZZ.'
BZZBZZf
BZZZ BZ!

CALVIN. THIS
WAD BETTER
NOT BE.W

"I hate em. They mess on the stools, they attack the
mirror — and, of course, they drink like birds."

/ THIS OOUA BOARD
[ KNOWS filL AND
TEUS ALL

WHMSHOJLD
WE ASK IT'
I

OK. GO OH GREAT CUUA
LETS ASK VT
WHIQAOFUS
AHEAD
BOARD. WHO IS
IS SMARTER ^_*ly SMARTER. CADflN
V^Y

ORH0B8ES?

QUIT RESISTING,
HA! ITS
*W.' ITS HEADING OBWJUSW
FOR THE'H'.'
' 7»MV10
(MMF)GO
TO x; 1CW
CHEATERf

for our weekly brain-stem-storming

TREVOR THE TREE FROG/Bob Woodington
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OFF THE MARK/Mark Parisi

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIM*/Mike Peters

t>65l ANt> tucv

*ou**esmciVLZ-

WWDggRSHOlilPteARNl
HOW TO Rg*P

Zebra mussels attack giant brassiere
I had hoped that we could get the new year under
way without any reports of ecologically dangerous
shellfish attacking women's undergarments, but I see
now that I was a fool.
I have here an alarming news article written by
Christopher Taylor of The Watertown (N.Y.) Daily
Tunes and sent in by several alert readers. The
headline, which I am not making up, says: "Large
Colony of Zebra Mussels Found Clinging to Big
Brassiere."
In case you haven't heard, the zebra mussel is a hot
new environmental threat. Forget the killer bees. Oh,
sure, they got a lot of scary headlines — "Killer Bees
Sighted In Mexico"; "Killer Bees Sighted in Texas";
"Killer Bees Become Amway Distributors" — but
they never lived up to their potential. Whereas at this
very moment, the zebra mussel is raging out of
control in the Great Lakes region. Well, OK, maybe
"raging" is a strong term. As a rule, mussels don't
rage. You rarely hear swimmers being advised: "If you
see a mussel, try to remain calm, and whatever you
do, DONT PROVOKE IT."
Nevertheless we have reason to fear the zebra
mussel, which gets its name from the fact that it
roams the plains of Africa in giant herds.
No, seriously, it gets its name from the fact that it
has a striped shell, which grows to about an inch
long. About five years ago, a group of zebra mussels,
possibly carrying forged passports, came from Europe
to the Great Lakes in the bilge water of a European
ship, and they've been reproducing like crazy ever
since. They are the Sex Maniacs of the Sea. Here's a
quote from an August 1991 Washington Post article:
"Each female can produce 30,000 eggs a year,
leading to huge colonies of billions of the animals
clinging to every available surface. Recently, marine
biologists have discovered concentrations reaching

AT WIPS END
Dave Barry
700,000 mussels a cubic yard..."
So apparently spaying them on an individual basis
is out of the question. But something has to be done,
because zebra mussels are clogging up water-supply
pipes, and they're spreading fast. Controlling them
could cost billions of dollars — money that will have
to come out of the pockets of the scumballs who
wrecked the savings-and-loan industry.
No! That was another joke! The money will of
course come from lowlife taxpayers such as yourself,
which is why you need to stay informed about this
story, especially the giant-brassiere angle. Here are the
key quotes from The Watertown Daily Times story:
"A large brassiere pulled from water near the
Genesee River at Rochester was carrying the largest
colony of zebra mussels found so far in Lake Ontario
"The brassiere — and the mussels — are now
under observation at the Department of
Environmental Conservation Fisheries Research
Station at Cape Vincent.
"DEC Supervisory Aquatic Biologist Gerard C.
LeTendre said the bra was scooped up while DEC staff
were trawling for dead lake trout near the Genesee
River. ... Because of the size of the garment, Mr.
LeTendre said, more than 100 mussels had managed to
attach themselves to u.
"Whoever that bra belonged to was of large
proportions,' Mr. LeTendre said. 'It was huge."

This episode raises a number of troubling
questions, including:
— They were trawling for DEAD TROUT?
— Is that sporting?
— Could it possibly be that the zebra mussels
have become carnivorous and ATE the original bra
occupant?
— Has anybody seen Dolly Parton IN PERSON
recenUy?
In an effort to get to the bottom of this, I called
the research station and grilled Gerard LeTendre.
"Is it true," I said, "that you have a large brassiere
under observation?"
"It's really just in a box in my office," he said.
"The newspaper made it sound like we have it in an
aquarium."
He also said they still don't know who owns the
bra.
'We know it's a four-hook bra," he said. "But it
didn't belong to a large person. It was just a very
well-endowed person."
He said that many people have offered suggestions
about what to do with the bra, including "holding a
Cinderella-type contest to see who it fits."
For now, however, the mystery remains unsolved.
Meanwhile, the zebra mussels continue to multiply.
Even as you read these words, a huge colony of them
could be clustering ominously around a Sears catalog
that fell overboard, nudging it open to the foundationgarments section. It is a chilling thought, and until
the authorities come up with a plan of action, I am
urging everybody to take the sensible precaution of
developing a nervous facial tic. Also, if you MUST
wear a brassiere, please wear it on the outside, where
the Department of Environmental Conservation can
keep an eye on it. Thank you.

'
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Policelog
CONTINUED from page 10
cushion is valued at $75.
• A blue, extra large pull-over style jacket reportedly
was stolen from the Gymnastics room in Godwin Hall
between 8:15 p.m. Dec. 2 and 11 a.m. Dec 3. The
jacket is valued at $60.

Destruction of Public Property
• Slogans were written on the doors of first floor
rooms in Hoffman Hall between 12:01 and 8 a.m.
Dec. 6.
• The handle was broken on a door in Hanson Hall
between 7 and 9:30 p.m. Dec. 5. Damage to the door
is estimated at $50.

The calls apparently were made when the residents
were not in their rooms. According to police, entry
could have been made through an adjoining
bathroom. The total of the unauthorized calls is $543.
Fireworks
• Harrisonburg City Fire Department responded to
calls from residents and fire alarms set off by smoke
from fireworks set off in the Sigma Kappa sorority
house at 1 p.m. Dec 12.

Check Forgery, Stolen Checks
• A number of checks reportedly were stolen from a
checkbook in a room in Hanson Hall sometime Nov.
22. One of the checks later was forged and passed to
Mr. Gatti's Pizza for $7.

Destruction of Private Property
• A Christmas tree and the attached ornaments
reportedly were destroyed in the Garber Hall TV
lounge at 2:38 a.m. Dec. 11.
Two witnesses reported seeing three white male
individuals run from Garber Hall to Ikenberry Hall
following the incident.
• The rear window glass was broken out of a Volvo
station wagon parked in Z lot between 2:33 and 9:30
p.m. Dec. 4. Damage to the vehicle is estimated at
$150.
• Damage was done to a vehicle parked at the old
campus police station sometime Dec. 6.

Unauthorized Use of a Telephone/Grand
Larceny
• Four long distance telephone calls reportedly were
made by an unknown individual on the phone of
residents in Spotswood Hall from Nov. 10 to Dec. 1.

Passing Bad Checks
• Five bad checks were reported to have been
passed by a student at the JMU Bookstore at 2:40
p.m. Dec. 6. The checks were of a group that were
alleged to have been stolen. The incident is under
investigation.

Trespass
• A suspended student was observed on campus by
police at 2:15 p.m. Dec. 4 in the Eagle Hall and
Hoffman Hall area A check by police with the Office
of Student Affairs revealed that the student had been
warned not to return to campus without permission.
The student did not have permission, was escorted
off campus and was asked not to return.

campus was discovered to be a convicted felon and
was issued a trespass notice at 11:30 p.m. Dec. 20.
The notice was issued through the Harrisonburg City
Police Department. A trespass notice is a warning of
trespass and involves no charges.
• An alumnus was served with a trespass notice and
was talked to by an assistant athletic director after he
reportedly threw a cup of soda at members of the
Brigham Young University basketball team who were
departing for the locker rooms in the Convocation
Center at 10 p.m. Dec. 7following a basketball game.
BYU declined to press charges.

Recovered Stolen State Property
• A license plate stolen from a JMU service vehicle
reportedly was discovered by police in a room in
Wise Hall at 11:15 p.m. Dec. 23. The officer who
discovered the plate saw a light on in the room which
had not been on during his previous patrol of the
area. The plate was discovered after the officer
entered the room to investigate.

Mil
• Non-student Gary A. Carter, 21, of Luray, was
charged with driving under the influence on Duke
Drive West at 1:18 a.m. Dec. 8. Carter claimed he
was coming from a party at Hunters Ridge.
• A 17-year-old non-student was charged with
driving under the influence on Duke Drive West at
3:55 a.m. Dec. 8. The non-student was released to
the custody of sober friends, and was not
incarcerated due to his status as a juvenile.

Trespass Notice
• An individual seen by police at various locations on

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 4:10

WnmRANGEOFSWDmRENTAL UNITS
APARTMENTS
* 3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Unfurnished Apts. with fireplaces on S. Ave (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Unfurnished Apts. on Campbell St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)

HOMES
* 4 BR Homes on S. High St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Homes on S. Main St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 7 BR Home on S. Main SL (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 8 BR Home on S. Main St (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 10 BR Home on S. Main St (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 15 BR Home on Walnut Lane (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner. Fifteen years of experience servicing
student realty leases. For further information, call 434-3509. 8a.m.-10p.m.
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FOR RENT
JMU Off-Campus student housing.
Hunters Ridge end-ur* townhouse, living
a dining room furnished. Co-eds only.
CalMoly. 864-1064 to data*.
R«it (My I13MM 4 loom araM* in
4 Bfl. 2 bith Hunters Ridge condo.
Fkeom torn (70fl| 97*5386, wrsntogs.
$17Mfts.. WD, DW, own room, waft to
JMU. Jenny, 432-0528.
»-i/2 Ho. LOOMS - 619 * SSS Village
Lam (Fore* HI). Sperm townhouses.
$1 ,050/mo. beginning Aug. 16,1992.4330612

1 Bedroom Apt,
(Howl oh)
Quiet, sate n^ghbortwod.
4 blocks to JMU
on DutohmHI Court
Short IMM available.
No parties.
$31S/mo.
434-2100
i Needed To Share 3
Female Re
BR apt. in University Place. Available
immediately. Call Kathy at 433 0698 lor
mom info.
2 Room tor Rant - Short 5 BR. 3 floor
townhouse. FuHy lumished January-Jono
mis. 4334488
Summer Sublot - Univoriity Court
Townhouse. M/F, private BR. lull W/D,
pool! $200/mo. Tons o' living 4 closet
space. Please cal Dan H. at 433-1863.

$$$$$
DteoouM Leaeeo AvaHabls Now For
1992-1993 Tern
4 BR fulry furnished (WO Included)
Ideal location within btocks olJMU
Groups ot 4 or 6
For more Inormatton. please call
432-6541
Roommate Needed - Holly Court.
$175/mo. & 1/3 tallies. Furnished room.
Call 432-9066.
_____
University Place - Spring semester.
lurnished, must rent. $185/mo. Carolyn,
564-1470.
^^^^^
$145/Mo., Cloaa To Campus! Huge
room, queen size bed, W/D, fireplace,
front porch, real cool Cal Amy soon. 4342665.

FALL RENTALS
THE ONLY 5 BR CONDOS
ON MAIN STREET
5 MINUTE WALK FROM
CAMPUS
ALL UNITS FURNISHED

t Fame* RooMMatss Needed lor 4 BR
apt $210*—. ♦ utHss. Aems street from
JMU. 564-0322. leave manga,
293 Csaspbef tt - 2 BRs available.
Subletting, 5 months. Jan. « - May '92.
Cal 433-6047 or 433-3316.

Earn Cash ft Fro* Travel - STS needs
motivated irxlrriduats ft groups to promote
Spring Break tops to Jamaica. Cancun. ft
Panama City Beach. For information, cal
Student Travel Services, (800) 648-4649

LOST & FOUND

Sublet For Summer - Townhouse,
University Cowl $185/mo., W/D, central
air conottoning. Cal anytime, 432 0479

Found Beige

i For Rant At OMs M - $150/mo.
rjuokctnc. Cat nowi 434-4062

Found In Gibbons Dining HaN - Gold
colored friendship ring with message
carved around the band

....IFBVU.S. Seized- WMarcedes,
$200. "88 VW. $50.137 Mercedes. $100.
•65 Mustang. $50. Choose trom thousands
starting $25. 24-hour recording reveals
details. (601) 379-2929 Copyright
#VA11KJVC.

X4> - Waking up with you on Reading
Day was a pleasure ft a prtvetege. A tow
thanksl Love, the ZTA-a.
RA Candidate totormatbn Sheets are
now available in Alumnae Hal Come get
one! A|»>y to bs a rasatort advisor!

Left on counter in the Breeze office

FOR SALE
Books - Out of print a used, comics,
rnapeztnes available by bath year back to
1900, prints. Largest bookstore in the
Valley. 20 mm. north of Harrisonborg on
RL11 it New Market Open 7 days/weak.
' Paper Treasures Bookstore (703) 7403135.

Carrot Top Carrot Top Carrot Top Carrot
Tcp-hrtcemingl

Be A Part ol the Commuter Student
Councill Opening tor Program
Coordtoator. Fi out an application in the
commuter lounge by Jan. 16.

PLAYERS
Tenth: Typist - Fast, accurate, rush jobs.
near JMU. resumes. 434-4332
Study Abroad to ,
on semester, year, graduate, summer ft
internship programs in Perth. Townsvie.
Sydney ft Melbourne. Programs start at
$3.520. Cal (800) 876-3696.
Award-Winning Writer/Editor seeking
free-lance projects. (703) 740-6779

SPRING BREAK

1973 Chevrolet Impels - 4 doors. 90k
Clarion/Pioneer stereo. Good condition,
inspected. Asking $696. negotiable. Cal
964-1246.
1S Cut* Foot Refrigerator - Like new.
CaHMark, 564-0698, leave message
19S4 Cadillac Fteetwood - $2,000 or
bast otter. Philco 11.000 BTU air
conditioner, 110 vol. $75 or best offer.
Mandolin, $25. Levis blue jean jacket, size
39, $10. Gravity guiding inversion system
& boots, $75.433*762
Used BU PC - 10 megabyte hard drive,
monochrome monitor, $400. 432-1891,
433-7229

HELP WANTED
Attention - Excellent income for home
assembly work. (504) 646-1700. Dept.
P4606.
$*M48/YrI Read books & TV scripts. Fill
out simple IkaAtonl m' term. Easy! Fun,
relaxing at homo, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording.
(801) 379-2925 Copyright #VA11KEB.
Overseas Jobs - $900-$2.000/mo.
Summer, year round, all countries, all
fields. Free Wo. Write UC, P.O. Box 52VA04. Corona Del Mar. CA 9262S.
Free Spring Break Vacation - Organize
a group, earn commissions ft tree tripsl
Cal (800) 6264100.
Alaska Summer Employment Fisheries. Earn $5.000Wmo. Free
tranaportationl Room ft board! Over 8.000
openings. No experience necessary. Male
or lemaie. For employment program call
Student Employment Services at (206)
54M155.axt219.

SPRING BREAK IN
THE BAHAMAS
UVE ABOARD A BOAT
7 days, 6 nights.
3 meals per day included

Scuba diving, enorfceMng,
beach combing, ewimming ft
eunUnnlng.
Carped from Harrisonburg
to Riviera Beach, FL.
Leave Feb. 29 AM, return Mar. 8
Coat $595 + $15 Bahamian Tax
12 total spots (5 available)
Contact Kath/s Scuba
433-3337

Spring Break! Bahamas Party Cruise
$2791 Panama City $991 San Padre $1991
Cancun $4691 Jamaica $3991 Katherine,
4333356.

PERSONALS
A Loving Childless Physician ft wife
wish to adopt an infant or twins. Call
collect, Jute ft Ray. (202) 364-2426.

16 ft Over Admined
DJ ft Dancing 9-2
Top 40 ft Dance Music

434-3509

8 pm. Friday. January 10
at Wesley Foundation
690 S Mason St

Featuring Rick Hill
Happy 57* Birthday to EMs Prestoy
EMakiaTKE.
Welcome Back Zeta Tau Alpha! Good
luck this semester!

Joseph Robinson

Friday
Club Night
18 ft Over Admitted
DJ-Walter Jackson
All Club Music 10-3

Principal Oboe, NY Ptslharrnonic
in Master Class
1:00 pm January 13
Rm. 106, Dept. ol Music

PLAYERS

Do You Know Tim Young? He's opening
lor Carrot Top!

Saturday
Look for a new, exciting Saturday
promotion. Coming next week at
Players
Harrisonburg's Only 18 ft Over Club

Nurae Scholarships - Freshman ft
sophomore nursing students, cash in on
good grades. Apply now lor Army ROTC
scholarships, x6264.

Open To The Public!

Protestant Worship
Making A Decision about an unplanned
pregnancy won't be easy. First, give
yourself a little time. Look at all your
options trom aj the angles. Weigh the pros
ft cons carefully. Above al, be honest with
yourself. Remember, the best choice is the
one that's right for you. We offer family
planning, counseling ft first trimester
abortion services because we believe a
woman should have a fun range of options
available to her. Call us it we can help.
confidentially ol course. Hagerstown
Reproductive
Health
Services,
Xlown, Maryland. (301) 733-2400.
calls accepted.

The 1991

MenOtMadieon
Calendar
Get your FREE copy today
10-2
On the Commons
While supplies last
Sponsored by ACE

HAS MOVED
to
The Wesley Foundation
690 S. Mason St
Same time: 11:00 am Sundays
Refreshments before ft after
service
A Very Belated Thanks to AT, TKE ft
ITKA lor a cool time the Friday before
finals weskl Love, ZTA.
Scholarship Opportunities - Freshmen
ft sophomores, cash in on good grades.
Apply now lor Army ROTC scholarships,
X6264.
___
To suite C302 - Hope you had a
wonderful break. Welcome back. Let's
have another great semester with no lire
alarms!
Welcome Back Sarah Murray! We
missed you! Love. AIT.

Come ft Get em! RA candidate
inlormaton sheets now available in 102
Alumnae Hall. Consider being a resident
adviser!

Many Thinks To Sally , the Ill's ft
everyone who partied at S. High lor
making my 21st so awesomel Love, SueBob.

RA RA RA RA RA RA RA RA RA RA Candidate information sheets available in
102 Alumnae Hall todayi

FRH
MEN OF MADISON
CALENDARS

Zeta Tau Alpha loves ft will miss their
December graduates!

WELCOME BACK
COMMUTERS!
Free movies in the
commuter lounge on Fridays
11 am-3 pm

WCC Patio
Thursday, Jan. 9

HUMAN RELATIONS WEEK
JANUARY 15-20

Sponsored By ACE

"A week of discussion, debate ft
understanding about relationships
today."

Need Geomefy Tutor tor high school
student. Evening hours. 234-8494
Work ft Pkry as a Whitewater raft guide in
W.Va. Experience not required- Must be
18 years old. Contact Passages To
Adventure, PO Box 71, FayettevSs, W.Va.
25840, (800) 634-3785.

Java Hut COHM Houaa

PLAYERS

Karate For Men ft Women - Class size

3 BR units also available

Karats - Beginner classes now forming.
7-7:45 pm. Men. ft Wed., Godwin Hall
Wrestling Room. Space limited Cal 4348824 tor more into.

Thursday

Left For Sob. $20. Cal X53S2.
Spring Break - Cancun. Bahamas from
$259 includes roundrip air, 7 nights hotel,
parties, free admission, hotel taxes ft
morel Organize a smal group. Earn tree
trip. (800) BEACH IT

Carrot Top Is Comtog-Jan. 14! Laugh Tt
fou're orange! Wilson Hall. 8:30 pm.
icfcsts $3 in advance. $5 at door. Don't
miss him!

limierj, 2 tree classes per person. Monday
ft Wednesday. 7-9:30 pm. Wrestling
Room, Godwin Hal. Head Instructor-Jim
Coffman. 5th Degree Black Belt. Call 4348824.

RA Candidate Information Sheets are
now available in Alumnae Hall! Com get
one! Apply to be a resident sdviserl

Courtesy of the CSC ft Acme Video
Buy Tickets Now For Canal Top - He'l
make you laugh! UPB. Jan. 14 at 630,
Wilson HaN. He's really tunny!
11992-93 Your Best Year Yet! Apply
to be a resident adviser! Candidate
information available in 102 Alumnae.

Let your feelings show! ^^fersonais
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Do it with
DominoVthis
Semester
NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Like Pizza at Home.

433-3111

433-2300
JMU/Downtown

PIZZA PANIC
Get a medium pizza with one topping
and 2 Free Coca-Colas. Extra
toppings available.

$6.99
expires 1-31-92

Valley Mall/Port Republic Rd.

i PIZZA FOR TWO!
Get a medium pizza with 3
toppings and 2 Free Coca-Colas.

HUNGER
FIGHTER PLUS!
Get a large pizza with one topping and
4 Free Coca-Colas. Extra toppings
available.

$8.99

$7.99

expires 1-31-92

expires 1-31-92

sSSSsc^arfesssst

LUNCH/LATE
NIGHT
SAVINGS
offer good llam-3pm or anytime after 9pm
Get a medium pizza with one of
your favorite toppings for only

$4.99
expires 1-31-92

iSsawssa^asarKsssi M

[23]

SUPER SAVINGS i PAN PIZZA DEAL
Save $2.00 off any pizza
with 2 or more toppings.

$6.99

$2.0<T

expires 1-31-92

expires 1-31-92

■ >■.■■■!. ■».— ~J>-»-» ■

ZXSZSBS

Buy any pan pizza with 2
toppings. Get a second for
$3.99 more.

m
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